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Please see Section IX. for Additional Information: 

COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTE - Substantial Changes 

 

I. Summary: 

SB 236 makes the following changes to Florida’s civil justice system: 

 Provides that a contingency fee multiplier for an attorney fee award is appropriate only in a 

rare and exceptional circumstance, adopting the federal standard. 

 Reduces the statute of limitations for general negligence cases from 4 years to 2 years. 

 Modifies Florida’s “bad faith” framework to: 

o Provide an insurer has no liability for bad faith failure to settle a liability claim if the 

insurer tenders the lesser of the policy limits or the amount demanded by the claimant 

before a complaint is filed, or within 90 days after service of the complaint. 

o Provide that negligence alone is not enough to demonstrate bad faith. 

o Require insureds, claimants, and their representatives to act in good faith with respect to 

furnishing information, making demands, setting deadlines, and attempting to settle the 

insurance claim. 

o Allow an insurer, when there are multiple claimants in a single action, to limit the 

insurer’s bad faith liability by paying the total amount of the policy limits at the outset to 

the court through an interpleader action or, through binding arbitration, making the entire 

policy limits available for payment to the competing third-party claimants. 

 Provides a uniform process for the admissibility and the calculation of medical damages in 

personal injury or wrongful death actions, thereby, modifying the collateral source rule 

limiting the introduction of evidence for medical damages.  

 Requires the trier of fact in a negligent security action against the owner, lessor, operator, or 

manager of commercial or real property brought by a person lawfully on the property who 

REVISED:         
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was injured by the criminal act of a third party, to consider the fault of all persons who 

contributed to the injury. 

 Applies the offer of judgment statute to any civil action involving an insurance contract. 

 Except for causes of action for personal injury or wrongful death arising out of medical 

negligence, changes Florida’s comparative negligence system from a “pure” comparative 

negligence system to a “modified” comparative negligence system, whereby a plaintiff who 

is found to be more that 50 percent at fault for his or her own harm may not recover damages 

from any defendant. 

 Repeals Florida’s one-way attorney fee provisions for insurance cases. 

 Provides that the amendment to the statute of limitation applies prospectively to causes of 

action accruing after the effective date of the bill, that the remainder of the bill applies to 

causes of action filed after the effective date, and that the bill shall not be construed to impair 

any right under an existing insurance contract. 

 

The bill may have a positive fiscal impact on state and local government. 

 

The bill takes effect upon becoming a law.  

II. Present Situation: 

Torts: Negligence, Elements, and Standards 

A tort is a civil legal action to recover damages for a loss, injury, or death due to the conduct of 

another. Some have characterized a tort as a civil wrong, other than a claim for breach of 

contract, in which a remedy is provided through damages.1 When a plaintiff files a tort claim, he 

or she alleges that the defendant’s “negligence” caused the injury. Negligence means “doing 

something that a reasonably careful person would not do” in a similar situation or “failing to do 

something that a reasonably careful person would do” in a similar situation.2 When a plaintiff 

seeks to recover damages for a personal injury and alleges that the injury was caused by the 

defendant’s negligence, the plaintiff bears the legal burden of proving that the defendant’s 

alleged action was a breach of the duty that the defendant owed to the plaintiff.3  

 

Negligence Pleadings 

To establish a claim for relief and initiate a negligence lawsuit, a plaintiff must file a 

“complaint.” The complaint must state a cause of action and contain: a short and plain statement 

establishing the court’s jurisdiction, a short and plain statement of the facts showing why the 

plaintiff is entitled to relief, and a demand for judgment for relief that the plaintiff deems himself 

or herself entitled. The defendant responds with an “answer,” and provides in short and plain 

terms the defenses to each claim asserted, admitting or denying the averments in response.4 

                                                 
1 BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY (11th ed. 2019). 
2 Fla. Std. Jury Instr. Civil 401.3, Negligence. 
3 Florida is a comparative negligence jurisdiction as provided in s. 768.81(2), F.S. In lay terms, if a plaintiff and defendant are 

both at fault, a plaintiff may still recover damages, but those damages are reduced proportionately by the degree that the 

plaintiff’s negligence caused the injury.  
4 Fla. R. Civ. P. 1.110. 
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Under the Florida Rules of Civil Procedure, allegations of fraud, mistake, and a denial of 

performance or occurrence must be pled with “particularity.”5 

 

Four Elements of a Negligence Claim 

To establish liability, the plaintiff must prove four elements: 

 Duty – That the defendant owed a duty, or obligation, of care to the plaintiff; 

 Breach – That the defendant breached that duty by not conforming to the standard required; 

 Causation – That the breach of the duty was the legal cause of the plaintiff’s injury; and 

 Damages – That the plaintiff suffered actual harm or loss.6 

 

Burden or Standard of Proof 

A “burden of proof” is the obligation a party bears to prove a material fact. The “standard of 

proof” is the level or degree to which an issue must be proved.7 The plaintiff carries the burden 

of proving, by a specific legal standard, that the defendant breached the duty that was owed to 

the plaintiff that resulted in the injury. In civil cases, two standards of proof generally apply:  

 The “greater weight of the evidence” standard, which applies most often in civil cases, or  

 The “clear and convincing evidence” standard, which is a higher standard of proof.8 

 

However, both of these standards are lower than the “reasonable doubt” standard which is used 

in criminal prosecutions.9 Whether the greater weight standard or clear and convincing standard 

applies is determined by case law or the statutes that govern the underlying substantive issues.10 

 

Greater Weight of the Evidence 

The greater weight of the evidence standard of proof means “the more persuasive and convincing 

force and effect of the entire evidence in the case.”11 Some people explain the “greater weight of 

the evidence” concept to mean that, if each party’s evidence is placed on a balance scale, the side 

that dips down, even by the smallest amount, has met the burden of proof by the greater weight 

of the evidence. 

 

Clear and Convincing 

The clear and convincing standard, a higher standard of proof than the greater weight of the 

evidence standard, requires that the evidence be credible and the facts which the witness testifies 

to must be remembered distinctly. The witness’s “testimony must be precise and explicit and the 

witnesses must be lacking in confusion as to the facts in issue.” The evidence must be so strong 

that it guides the trier of fact to a firm conviction, to which there is no hesitation, that the 

allegations are true.12 

 

                                                 
5 Fla. R. Civ. P. 1.120(b) and (c). 
6 6 Florida Practice Series s. 1.1; see Barnett v. Dept. of Fin. Serv., 303 So.3d 508, 513 (Fla. 2020). 
7 5 Fla. Prac. Civil Practice s. 16.1, (2020 ed.)  
8 Id. 
9 Thomas D. Sawaya, Florida Personal Injury Law and Practice with Wrongful Death Actions, s. 24:4 (2020). 
10 5 Fla. Prac. Civil Practice s. 16.1 (2020 ed.). 
11 Fla. Std. Jury Instr. 401.3, Greater Weight of the Evidence. 
12 Slomowitz v. Walker, 429 So.2d 797, 800 (Fla. 4th DCA 1983) as discussed in the Sawaya treatise, supra at s. 24:4. 
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Standards of Care and Degrees of Negligence 

Courts have developed general definitions for the degrees of negligence.  

 

Slight Negligence 

 

Slight negligence is generally defined to mean the failure to exercise a great amount of care 

typical of an extraordinarily prudent person.13 

 

Ordinary Negligence 

 

Ordinary negligence, which is also referred to as simple negligence, is the standard of care 

applied to the vast majority of negligence cases. It is characterized as the conduct that a 

reasonable and prudent person would know could possibly cause injury to a person or property.14 

 

Gross Negligence 

 

Gross negligence means the failure of a person to exercise slight care. Florida courts have 

defined gross negligence as the type of conduct that a “reasonably prudent person knows will 

probably and most likely result in injury to another” person.15  

 

In order for a plaintiff to succeed on a claim involving gross negligence, he or she must prove: 

 Circumstances, which, when taken together, create a clear and present danger; 

 Awareness that the danger exists; and 

 A conscious, voluntary act or omission to act, that will likely result in an injury.16, 17 

 

Statute of Limitations 

A statute of limitation establishes a time limit for a plaintiff to file an action, or the case will be 

barred. “Statutes of limitations are designed to protect defendants from unusually long delays in 

the filing of lawsuits and to prevent prejudice to defendants from the unexpected enforcement of 

stale claims.”18 Similarly, statutes of limitations “are designed to promote justice by preventing 

surprises through the revival of claims that have been allowed to slumber until evidence has been 

lost, memories have faded, and witnesses have disappeared.”19 A statute of limitation begins to 

run when the cause of action accrues. A cause of action accrues when the last element 

constituting the cause of action occurs.20 In a personal injury action based on the negligent act of 

                                                 
13 Sawaya, supra at s. 2:12. 
14 Id. 
15 Id. 
16 Id. 
17 Culpable negligence is a fourth degree of negligence but is not discussed in this analysis. 
18 Caduceus Properties, LLC, v. Graney, 137 So.3d 987, 992 (Fla. 2014) (citing Totura & Co. v. Williams, 754 So.2d 671, 

681 (Fla. 2000). 
19 Order of Railroad Telegraphers v. Railway Express Agency, 321 U.S. 342, 348-89 (1944).  
20 Section 95.031(1)(a), F.S. 
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another, the last element occurs when the plaintiff is injured.21 In Florida, an action for a 

negligence claim must be brought within 4 years after the cause of action accrues.22 

 

Florida’s is among only four states23 that have a statute of limitation of 4 years for negligence 

actions. Only three states have statutes of limitation longer than 4 years.24 Forty-three states and 

the District of Columbia have statutes of limitation of less than 4 years (16 states25 and the 

District of Columbia have a 3 year statute of limitation, 24 states26 have a 2 year statute of 

limitation, and three states27 have a 1 year statute of limitation). 

 

Statutory and Common Law Bad Faith Actions 

Insurance, Generally 

Insurance is a contract between an insurance company (“insurer”) and the insurance policy’s 

beneficiary (“the insured”), in which, for specified consideration called a “premium,” the insurer 

agrees to pay the insured or third-party claimants for covered losses.28 An insurer generally owes 

two significant contractual duties to its insured in exchange for premium payments: the duty to 

indemnify and the duty to defend.29  

 The “duty to indemnify” refers to the insurer’s obligation to issue payment to the insured on 

a valid claim.30 For example, an insured may purchase a policy requiring the insurer to repair 

or replace the insured’s vehicle in the event of a car accident. If a covered accident then 

occurs, causing the insured’s vehicle to be destroyed, the duty to indemnify requires the 

insurer to replace the insured’s vehicle. 

 The “duty to defend” refers to the insurer’s duty to defend the insured in court against a third 

party with respect to a covered claim.31 For example, an insured may purchase a liability 

policy in the event the insured causes a car accident and injuries a third party. If a covered 

accident then occurs, causing injury to a third-party claimant who sues the insured, the duty 

to indemnify requires the insurer to defend the insured against the claimant’s lawsuit. 

 

Insurer’s Common Law and Statutory Duties 

Historically, damages in actions for breaches of insurance contracts were limited to those 

contemplated by the parties when they entered into the contract.32 As liability policies began to 

replace indemnity policies as the standard insurance policy form, courts recognized that insurers 

owed a duty to act in good faith towards their insureds.33 Florida courts for many years have 

                                                 
21 35 Fla. Jur 2d Limitations and Laches s. 65 (2020). 
22 Section 95.11(3)(a), F.S. 
23 Nebraska, Wyoming, and Utah (2 years for wrongful death) are the others. 
24 Missouri (5 years), Maine (6 years) and North Dakota (6 years, 2 years for wrongful death). 
25 Arkansas, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Mississippi, Montana, New Hampshire, New Mexico, New York, North 

Carolina, Rhode Island, South Carolina, South Dakota, Vermont, Washington, and Wisconsin. 
26 Alabama, Alaska, Arizona, California, Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, Georgia, Hawaii, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, 

Kansas, Minnesota, Nevada, New Jersey, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Texas, Virginia, and West Virginia. 
27 Kentucky, Louisiana, and Tennessee. 
28 16 Williston on Contracts s. 49:103 (4th ed.). 
29 Id. 
30 Id. 
31 Id. 
32 Id. 
33 Id. 
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recognized an additional duty that does not arise directly from the insurance contract, the 

common law duty of good faith on the part of an insurer to the insured in negotiating settlements 

with third-party claimants.34 The common law rule is that a third-party beneficiary who is not a 

formal party to a contract may sue for damages sustained as the result of the acts of one of the 

parties to the contract.35 This is known as a third-party claim of bad faith. At common law, the 

insured cannot raise a bad faith claim against the insurer outside of the third-party claim 

context.36 

 

Florida’s bad faith law and jurisprudence were designed to hold insurers accountable for failing 

to fulfill their contractual obligation to indemnify the insured or beneficiary on a valid claim.37 

Florida recognizes two distinct bad faith causes of action that may be initiated against an insurer. 

The first recognized bad faith cause of action provides a third-party common law cause of action 

when an insurer fails in good faith to settle a third party’s claim against the insurer within policy 

limits and exposes the insured to liability in excess of his or her insurance coverage.38 Florida 

courts do not recognize a common law first-party bad faith cause of action by the insured against 

its own insurer.39 However, a first-party bad faith cause of action has been created by the 

legislature.  

 

In 1982, the Legislature enacted s. 624.155, F.S. Section 624.155, F.S., recognizes a claim for 

bad faith against an insurer not only in the instance of settlement negotiations with a third party 

but also for an insured seeking payment from his or her own insurance company. Thus the 

section creates a first-party bad faith cause of action in Florida. Most property insurance claims 

are first-party claims40, and bad faith actions on such claims may proceed only pursuant to s. 

624.155, F.S. Here, bad faith is defined as the commission of any of the following acts by the 

insurer that damages any person: 

 Violating certain provisions of the Florida Insurance Code such as specified provisions of the 

Unfair Insurance Trade Practices Act under s. 626.9541, F.S. 

 Not attempting in good faith to settle claims when, under all the circumstances, it could and 

should have done so, had it acted fairly and honestly toward its insured with due regard for 

her or his interests; 

 Making claims payments to insureds or beneficiaries not accompanied by a statement setting 

forth the coverage under which payments are being made; or 

 Except as to liability coverages, failing to promptly settle claims, when the obligation to 

settle the claim has become reasonably clear, under one portion of the insurance policy 

coverage in order to influence settlements under other portions of the insurance policy 

coverage.41  

 

                                                 
34 See Auto. Mut. Indem. Co. v. Shaw, 184 So. 852 (Fla. 1938). 
35 See Thompson v. Commercial Union Insurance Company, 250 So.2d 259 (Fla. 1971). 
36 See Laforet, 658 So.2d at 58-59. 
37 Harvey v. GEICO General Insurance Company, 259 So.3d 1, 6, (Fla. 2018) (quoting Berges v. Infinity Insurance 

Company, 896 So.2d 665, 682 (Fla. 2004)). 
38 Opperman v. Nationwide Mutual Fire Insurance Company, 515 So.2d 263, 265 (Fla. 5th DCA 1987). 
39 State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co. v. Laforet, 658 So.2d 55, 58-59 (Fla. 1995). 
40 Homeowners insurance provides liability coverage, thus third-party litigation may occur under a property insurance policy. 
41 Section 624.155(1)(a) and (b), F.S. 
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Florida courts have interpreted an insurer’s obligation to “act fairly” towards its insured, holding 

that when the insured’s liability is clear and an excess judgment42 is likely due to the resulting 

damage, the insurer has an affirmative duty to initiate settlement negotiations with third-party 

claimants.43 If settlement fails, the insurer has the burden of showing that there was no realistic 

possibility of settling the claim within the policy limits.44 However, failure to settle a claim, 

without more, does not necessarily mean that an insurer has acted in bad faith, as liability may be 

unclear or the damages may be minimal. Further, courts have generally indicated that merely 

negligently failing to settle a claim does not rise to the level of bad faith, though a jury may 

consider negligence in the larger context of whether bad faith occurred.45 

 

Damages available under an insurance contract are only those up to the policy limits, while 

damages available in a bad faith claim may be much higher, and may include: 

 Damages the plaintiff incurred due to the insurer’s bad faith conduct;46 

 Compensation for emotional distress, in certain circumstances;47 and  

 Punitive damages where the insurer’s bad faith conduct occurred with such frequency as to 

constitute a general business practice and such conduct was: 

o Willful, wanton, and malicious; 

o In reckless disregard for the rights of any insured; or 

o In reckless disregard for the rights of a beneficiary under a life insurance contract.48  

 

Presuit Notice to Initiate Bad Faith Litigation under s. 624.155, F.S. 

As a condition precedent to bringing a bad faith cause of action under s. 624.155, F.S., the 

insured must have provided the insurer and the Department of Financial Services at least 60 days 

written notice of the alleged violation.49 The 60-day window contemplated under s. 624.155, 

F.S., provides insurers with a final opportunity to comply with their claim-handling obligations 

when a good-faith decision by the insurer would indicate that contractual benefits are owed.50 

The civil remedy notice must specify the following information: 

 

 The statutory provision, including the specific language of the statute, which the authorized 

insurer allegedly violated; 

 The facts and circumstance giving rise to the violation; 

 The name of any individual involved in the violation; 

 A reference to specific policy language that is relevant to the violation, if any. If the person 

bringing the civil action is a third-party claimant, she or he shall not be required to reference 

the specific policy language if the authorized insurer has not provided a copy of the policy to 

the third party claimant pursuant to written request; and 

                                                 
42 An “excess judgment” is a judgment in an amount over and above the insurance policy’s coverage limits, which amount is 

paid out of the insured’s own pocket. 
43 Powell v. Prudential Prop. and Cas. Ins. Co., 584 So.2d 12, 14 (Fla. 3d DCA 1991). 
44 Id. at 14. 
45 See DeLaune v. Liberty Mut. Ins. Co., 314 So.2d 601, 603 (Fla. 4th DCA 1975). 
46 Section 624.155(4), F.S. 
47 Times Ins. Co., Inc. v. Burger, 712 So.2d 389 (Fla. 1998). 
48 Section 624.155(5), F.S. 
49 Section 624.155(3), F.S. 
50 See Talat Enterprises, Inc., v. Aetna Cas. and Sur. Co, 753 So.2d 1278, 1284 (Fla. 2000). 
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 A statement that the notice is given in order to perfect the right to pursue the civil remedy 

authorized under s. 624.155, F.S.51 

 

This notice requirement does not apply to bad faith actions that proceed under the common law.  

 

Response by the Insurer in Bad Faith Litigation  

If the insurer fails to respond to a civil remedy notice under s. 624.155, F.S., within the 60-day 

window, there is a presumption of bad faith sufficient to shift the burden to the insurer to show 

why it did not respond.52 No action shall lie if the insurer responds within 60 days of receipt of 

the civil remedy notice by either paying damages or correcting the circumstances giving rise to 

the claim.53  

 

Indefiniteness About What Constitutes Bad Faith 

In Florida, the question of whether the insurer has committed “bad faith” is generally a question 

for the jury, but Florida law does not define what conduct constitutes bad faith. In Berges v. 

Infinity Ins. Co., the Florida Supreme Court noted that “the question of whether an insurer has 

acted in bad faith in handling claims against the insured is determined under the ‘totality of the 

circumstances’ standard . . . Each case is determined on its own facts and ordinarily the question 

of failure to act in good faith with due regard for the interests of the insured is for the jury.”54  

 

Three dissenting justices in the Berges case indicated that the problem with presuming that bad 

faith is a jury question is that a jury may be prejudiced in favor of a sympathetic injured person, 

regardless of whether the insurer actually committed bad faith, as follows: 

 

What the jury knows in these cases is that there is a tragically and grievously injured 

victim, that the insured had very low limits of insurance, and that if the jury finds against 

the insurer, then all of the victim’s damages will be paid by the insurer. It is these very 

facts which are not allowed to be known by a jury in liability cases because of the known 

prejudicial influence these facts . . . have on jury verdicts.55 

 

Following the Berges decision, courts have noted that “[u]ntil there is a substantial change in the 

statutory scheme or the rationale explained in the majority opinion in Berges, however, juries 

will continue to render verdicts regarding an insurer’s alleged bad faith when the pertinent facts 

are in dispute.”56 In any event, the Berges decision made it more difficult for an insurer to 

resolve a third-party bad faith lawsuit through a motion for summary judgment, as such motions 

are decided by the court based on questions of law, and whether an insurer acted in bad faith is 

now, under Berges, almost always a question of fact. 

 

                                                 
51 Section 624.155(3)(b)(1)-(5), F.S. 
52 Fridman v. Safeco Ins. Co. of Illinois, 185 So.3d 1214, 1220, (Fla. 2016); Imhof v. Nationwide Mut. Ins. Co., 643 So.2d 

617, 619 (Fla 1994). 
53 Id. 
54 Berges, 896 So.2d at 680. 
55 Id. at 686, n. 12 (Wells, J., dissenting).  
56 United Auto. Ins. Co. v. Estate of Levine ex rel. Howard, 87 So.3d 782, 788 (Fla. 3d DCA 2011). 
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Statutory Bad Faith Actions against Property Insurers 

Section 624.1551, F.S., provides that bad faith litigation for failure to settle a property insurance 

claim may not be filed until after the insured has established through adverse adjudication by a 

court that the insurer breached the insurance contract and a final judgment or decree has been 

rendered against the insurer. The acceptance of an offer of judgment or the payment of an 

appraisal award does not constitute an adverse adjudication. The difference between an insurer's 

appraiser's final estimate and the appraisal award may be evidence of bad faith but is not 

considered an adverse adjudication and does not on its own give rise to a cause of action for bad 

faith. The provision applies to civil remedy actions based upon a property insurer: 

 Not attempting in good faith to settle claims when, under all the circumstances, it could and 

should have done so, had it acted fairly and honestly toward its insured and with due regard 

for his or her interests; 

 Making claims payments to insureds or beneficiaries not accompanied by a statement setting 

forth the coverage under which payments are being made; or 

 Except as to liability coverages, failing to promptly settle claims, when the obligation to 

settle a claim has become reasonably clear, under one portion of the insurance policy 

coverage in order to influence settlements under other portions of the insurance policy. 

 

Transparency in Damages  

Calculating Medical Damages 

In a typical negligence action, the jury is responsible for determining the amount of damages to 

the plaintiff. In such action, the plaintiff may seek to inform the jury of the plaintiff’s medical 

bills as evidence of the plaintiff’s medical damages. However, Florida law generally prohibits 

defendants from introducing evidence of amounts accepted by a plaintiff’s medical providers as 

evidence of the plaintiff’s medical costs.57 Whether a plaintiff’s medical bills, instead of amounts 

accepted as payment in full, are reasonable evidence of a plaintiff’s medical damages has 

become a matter of dispute because medical bills are often multiples of amounts typically 

accepted as payment in full.58  

 

Further complicating matters, is the fact that medical providers often have significantly different 

rates for an identical procedure, based on their contracts with an insurer, an accepted standard 

Medicare or Medicaid rate, or a negotiated discounted amount. Nonetheless, plaintiffs have an 

incentive to present large medical bills for past medical costs to a jury. Awards for past medical 

expenses influence awards for future medical costs and non-economic damages, including 

damages for pain and suffering.59 

 

                                                 
57 Dial v. Calusa Palms Master Assn., Inc., 337 So.3d 1229, 1231-32 (Fla. 2022) (Polston, J. concurring) 
58 George A. Nation, III, Hospital Chargemaster Insanity: Heeling the Healers, 43 PEPP L. REV. 745 (2016) (stating that 

“[h]ospital list prices, contained in something called a chargemaster are insanely high, often running ten times the amount 

that hospitals routinely accept as full payment from insurers”). 
59 See Durse v. Henn, 68 So.3d 271, 275 (Fla. 4th DCA 2011). In Durse, the plaintiff argued that the admission of the full 

amount of his medical bills, not the amount accepted as payment in full, was necessary to establish the “value of future 

medical expenses and non-economic damages.” Id. Larger awards for past medical expenses would seem to promote larger 

awards for other types of damages. 
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Collateral Source Rule 

Under Florida law, a “collateral source” is any payment made to a claimant or on a claimant’s 

behalf by or pursuant to: 

 The United States Social Security Act, except Title XVIII and Title XIX; any federal, state, 

or local income disability act; or any other public programs providing medical expenses, 

disability payments, or other similar benefits, except those prohibited by federal law and 

those expressly excluded by law as collateral sources. 

 Any health, sickness, or income disability insurance; automobile accident insurance that 

provides health benefits or income disability coverage; and any other similar insurance 

benefits, except life insurance benefits available to the claimant, whether purchased by her or 

him or provided by others. 

 Any contract or agreement of any group, organization, partnership, or corporation to provide, 

pay for, or reimburse the costs of hospital, medical, dental, or other health care services. 

 Any contractual or voluntary wage continuation plan provided by employers or by any other 

system intended to provide wages during a period of disability.60 

 

At common law, the collateral source rule did two things:  

 First, the rule ensured that a plaintiff could recover the full amount of damages suffered in a 

personal injury tort case. Under the rule, a court was prohibited from reducing the damages a 

plaintiff received by the benefits of collateral sources. As such, a plaintiff could recover the 

full value of the medical services billed, regardless of the amount that was actually paid for 

the services. 

 Second, the rule prohibited a defendant from introducing evidence of collateral sources at 

trial for fear that introduction of such evidence would confuse and mislead the jury.61  

 

Legislative Modification of the Collateral Source Rule 

In 1986, the Legislature enacted the Tort Reform and Insurance Act (“Act”) which modified the 

first prong of the collateral source rule.62 The Act created s. 768.76, F.S., requiring a court to 

reduce the amount of damages awarded to a plaintiff from all collateral sources, except where a 

subrogation or reimbursement right exists.63 For example, if a jury awards damages for past 

medical costs that were paid in full by the plaintiff’s health insurer, a court must reduce that 

award after the trial. 

 

Goble v. Froman, a 2005 Florida Supreme Court case,64 demonstrates how courts apply the Act 

in a case involving past paid medical damages. In Goble, the plaintiff’s medical providers billed 

him $574,554 for treatment. However, because his insurer had a preexisting fee schedule with 

the medical providers, the providers accepted $145,970, writing off more than $400,000. The 

plaintiff argued on appeal that the jury award of $574,554 should stand.  

 

                                                 
60 Section 768.76(2)(a), F.S. 
61 Gormley v. GTE Prods. Corp., 587 So.2d 455, 458 (Fla. 1991).  
62 Chapter 86-160, s. 55, L.O.F.  
63 Section 768.76(1), F.S. 
64 Goble v. Frohman, 901 So.2d 830, 834 (Fla. 2005). 
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The Second District Court of Appeal (DCA) disagreed, holding that the payments were collateral 

sources made on the claimant’s behalf subject to setoff under s. 768.76, F.S. 65 On appeal, the 

Florida Supreme Court agreed, finding that permitting a setoff for contractual discounts was 

consistent with the Legislature’s intent to reduce litigation costs when insurers are required to 

pay damages in excess of what an injured party actually incurred. Thus, the Act prevented the 

plaintiff from receiving a windfall of over $400,000 in “phantom damages.”66 

 

Even though the Act modified the first prong of the collateral source rule with respect to what 

damages a plaintiff could ultimately recover, the Act did not modify the second evidentiary 

prong of the rule. Accordingly, a plaintiff may still introduce into evidence the full amount of his 

or her medical bills; but a defendant may be prohibited from introducing the amounts paid and 

accepted in full satisfaction of those bills.67 As such, it is possible that the jury will not be 

informed of the actual amounts that were paid and accepted for a plaintiff’s medical care.68  

 

Letters of Protection 

A “letter of protection” is a written agreement between a plaintiff and a medical provider 

wherein the provider agrees to defer collection on the medical bill until the plaintiff recovers in a 

lawsuit; upon recovery from a lawsuit, the provider is then paid from the proceeds of the 

lawsuit.69 As such, a letter of protection may give the plaintiff’s medical provider a financial 

interest in the outcome of the litigation.70 If there is no favorable recovery, the client may remain 

liable to pay the medical bills.71  

 

Letters of protection have sometimes been criticized as reflecting inflated, inaccurate amounts 

for medical damages that are not reflective of the usual and customary billing practices in the 

medical community.72 Since a letter of protection is an agreement in which the provider agrees 

not to collect payment for services until litigation has ended, there may not yet be a “paid value” 

available to present to the jury for consideration.  

 

                                                 
65 Goble v. Frohman, 848 So.2d 406, 409 (Fla. 2d DCA 2003). 
66 See Goble, 901 So.2d at 834. 
67 Lance B. Stephan, Sticker Shock: Florida Juries Still Awarding Phantom Damages, 33 Trial Advoc. Q. 23 (Fall 2014). 
68 Instead of providing evidence of the amounts paid and accepted for the plaintiff’s care, the defense must generally 

introduce evidence of the reasonable value of the medical care. See Instruction 501.2b., Fla. Std. Jury Instr. (Civ.).  
69 Cf. Broward Outpatient Med. Ctr., LLC v. Fenstersheib Law Group, P.A., 307 So.3d 779, 780 (Fla. 4th DCA 2020) 

(quoting language from a letter of protection as follows: “[T]he attorney for the above [Plaintiff] (patient), does hereby agree 

to . . . withhold such sums from any settlement or judgment as may be necessary to adequately protect the above listed health 

care providers and to promptly pay such sums to them upon receipt of payment of any settlement or judgment without 

demand.”). 
70 See Carnival Corp. v. Jimenez, 112 So.3d 513, 520 (Fla. 2d DCA 2013) (“Undeniably, the existence of the letter of 

protection gave Dr. Smith a financial interest in the outcome of Ms. Jimenez’s personal injury action”). 
71 See Smith v. Geico Cas. Co., 127 So.3d 808, 812 n.2 (Fla. 2d DCA 2013) (quoting Caroline C. Pace, Tort Recovery for 

Medicare Beneficiaries: Procedures, Pitfalls and Potential Values, 49 Hous. Law 24, 27 (2012)). 
72 Cf. Worley v. Central Fla. Young Men’s Christian Ass’n, Inc., 228 So.3d 18, 24 (Fla. 2017) (“[A] Sea Spine employee 

testified during depositions that at the time of Worley’s treatment, its entire practice was based on patients treated pursuant to 

LOPs”); id. at 27 (Polston, J., dissenting) (“YMCA contends, and has throughout the litigation, that these providers’ bills are 

grossly inflated and do not reflect usual and customary billing practices within the medical community. Worley concedes that 

YMCA has sufficient evidence to argue that the medical bills [from the treating physicians in this case] are unreasonable”). 
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Admissibility of Evidence Showing an Attorney Referred a Client for Medical Treatment 

Florida’s Evidence Code recognizes that certain communications are “privileged,” and therefore 

may be confidential and not discoverable in a legal proceeding.73 One such privilege is the 

lawyer-client privilege, which provides that a communication between lawyer and client is 

“confidential” if it is not intended to be disclosed to other persons except those to whom 

disclosure is in furtherance of the rendition of legal services to the client, and those reasonably 

necessary for the transmission of the communication.74 The lawyer-client privilege does not 

apply to protect the communication when any of the following apply: 

 The services of the lawyer were sought or obtained to enable anyone to commit or plan to 

commit a crime or fraud. 

 A communication is relevant to an issue between parties who claim through the same 

deceased client. 

 A communication is relevant to an issue of breach of duty by the lawyer to the client or by 

the client to the lawyer, arising from the lawyer-client relationship. 

 A communication is relevant to an issue concerning the intention or competence of a client 

executing an attested document to which the lawyer is an attesting witness, or concerning the 

execution or attestation of the document. 

 A communication is relevant to a matter of common interest between two or more clients if 

the communication was made by any of them to a lawyer retained or consulted in common 

when offered in a civil action between the clients or their successors in interest.75 

 

In 2017, the Florida Supreme Court decided Worley v. Central Florida YMCA,76 where the issue 

was whether a communication between an attorney and a client in which the attorney referred the 

client to a particular medical treatment provider was admissible in court. In that case, the 

plaintiff suffered an injury when she fell in the defendant’s parking lot. She subsequently went to 

the emergency room, where she was advised to see a knee pain specialist. The plaintiff 

ultimately retained an attorney, and only after she retained this attorney did she seek medical 

care from a particular orthopedic institute and other specified providers. Afterwards, the attorney 

filed suit on the plaintiff’s behalf against the defendant, seeking to recover damages, including 

the costs of her medical care from those medical providers.77  

 

During the litigation discovery process, the attorneys for the defendant sought to discover the 

nature of the relationship between the plaintiff’s law firm and the medical providers who treated 

the plaintiff’s injuries. Specifically, at the first deposition, defense counsel asked the plaintiff 

whether she had been referred to her medical provider by her attorneys. Her attorneys objected to 

this line of questioning, arguing that such communications were protected by the lawyer-client 

privilege. 

 

                                                 
73 See, e.g., s. 90.5015, F.S. (journalist’s privilege); s. 90.502, F.S. (lawyer-client privilege); s. 90.503, F.S. (psychotherapist-

patient privilege); s. 90.504, F.S. (husband-wife privilege); s. 90.505, F.S. (privilege with respect to communications to 

clergy). 
74 Section 90.502(1)(c), F.S. 
75 Section 90.502(4), F.S. 
76 228 So.3d 18 (Fla. 2017). 
77 Id. at 20. 
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The Florida Supreme Court, by a 4-3 margin, agreed with the plaintiff, holding that “the question 

of whether a plaintiff’s attorney referred him or her to a doctor for treatment is protected by the 

attorney-client privilege.”78 The Court concluded as follows: 

Even in cases where a plaintiff's medical bills appear to be inflated for the purposes of 

litigation, we do not believe that engaging in costly and time-consuming discovery to 

uncover a “cozy agreement” between the law firm and a treating physician is the 

appropriate response . . . Moreover, we worry that discovery orders such as the one in this 

case will inflate the costs of litigation to the point that some plaintiffs will be denied 

access to the courts, as attorneys will no longer be willing to advance these types of costs. 

Finally, attempting to discover this information requires the disclosure of materials that 

would otherwise be protected under the attorney-client privilege.79 

 

In contrast, the dissent in Worley argued that a lawyer’s referral of a client to a medical provider 

is for medical care, not for legal services and therefore, is not an attorney-client privileged 

communication.80 In support of its position, the dissent cited several other court opinions finding 

that a referral or history of a referral relationship is relevant to financial bias. One of the cited 

cases also explained that a referral was relevant to “whether the expert has recommended an 

allegedly unnecessary and costly procedure with greater frequency in litigation cases, and 

whether the expert, as a treating physician, allegedly overcharged for the medical services at 

issue in the lawsuit.”81 In further support for its position, the dissent argued that if the financial 

relationship between an insurer and its expert is discoverable, which it is, the same relationship 

between a plaintiff’s law firm and its experts should also be discoverable.82 

 

Premises Liability 

Premises liability refers to the duty of an individual or entity that owns or controls real property 

to reasonably operate and maintain such property for the safety of those who enter or remain on 

the property. Unlike ordinary negligence, which is based upon active negligence, a premises 

liability claim is based upon passive negligence; that is, a premises liability claim stems from the 

tortfeasor’s failure to act to prevent harm to the injured party and not from any affirmative 

actions of the tortfeasor.83  

 

Common premises liability claims include slip and fall accidents, dog bites, trip or misstep 

accidents, and swimming pool accidents. As to an invitee, a landowner or possessor is liable if 

he/she/it: 

 Negligently failed to maintain the premises in a reasonably safe condition; or 

 Negligently failed to correct a dangerous condition about which the defendant either knew or 

should have known, by the use of reasonable care; or 

                                                 
78 Id. at 25. 
79 Id. at 26. 
80 Id. at 26-27. 
81 Id. (quoting Katzman v. Rediron Fabrication, Inc., 76 So.3d 1060, 1064 (Fla. 4th DCA 2011). 
82 Id. at 29-30. 
83 Nicholson v. Stonybrook Apts., LLC, 154 So.3d 490 (Fla. 4th DCA 2015). 
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 Negligently failed to warn the claimant of a dangerous condition about which the defendant 

had, or should have had, knowledge greater than that of claimant, and, if so, such negligence 

was a legal cause of loss, injury, or damage.84 

 

A premises liability claim may also involve negligent security allegations, in which a person 

injured by a third party’s criminal acts (that is, a third party’s intentional tort) on another’s 

property attempts to hold the property owner liable for failing to provide adequate security 

measures on the property. To prevail on a negligent security claim, the plaintiff must prove that 

the: 

 Plaintiff was lawfully present on the defendant’s property;85  

 Defendant had a duty to provide adequate security on the property but breached such duty;86 

 Plaintiff was injured because of a third party’s criminal act, which act was reasonably 

foreseeable to the defendant and would not have occurred but for the defendant’s breach;87 

and 

 Plaintiff incurred actual damages.88  

 

In Florida, comparative negligence does not apply to an action based upon an intentional tort.89 

Thus, when apportioning fault in a negligent security claim, a jury is unable to apportion fault to 

a criminal actor whose intentional conduct injured the plaintiff. This means the owner or 

operator of the premises where the criminal conduct occurred is financially responsible for all the 

damages caused by the criminal conduct of a third party.  

 

                                                 
84 Fla. Std. Jury Instr. 401.20 Issues on Plaintiff’s Claim — Premises Liability. 
85 The only duty a property owner owes to an undiscovered trespasser is to refrain from causing intentional harm, while the 

only duty he or she owes to a known trespasser is to refrain from committing gross negligence or intentional harm and to 

warn of known dangers that are not readily observable. Nicholson, 154 So.3d at 492.  
86 Generally, a property owner has no duty to protect another person from criminal acts committed by third parties on his or 

her property, but such a duty may arise where a special relationship exists between the property owner and the victim or 

between the property owner and the third party such that the property owner has a duty to control the third party’s conduct. 

Special relationships recognized by Florida courts include landlord-tenant, hotel-guest, employer-employee, proprietor-

patron, and school-student; all involve a person who has entered upon the property of another and in so doing lost a measure 

of control in providing for his or her own protection. See, Stevens v. Jefferson, 436 So.2d 33 (Fla. 1983); K.M. ex rel. D.M. v. 

Publix Super Markets, Inc., 895 So.2d 1114 (Fla. 4th DCA 2005); Gross v. Fam. Servs. Agency, Inc., 716 So.2d 337 (Fla. 4th 

DCA 1998); Salerno v. Hart Fin. Corp., 521 So.2d 234 (Fla. 4th DCA 1988); Restatement 2d Torts s. 315; Frederic S. 

Zinober, Litigating the Negligent Security Case: Who’s In Control Here?, 44 Stetson L. Rev. 289 (2015).   
87 Generally, a negligent person is not liable for the damages suffered by another when some separate force or action is an 

intervening cause of the harm, but where the intervening cause is foreseeable, the original negligent actor may still be held 

liable. Thus, a negligent security claim’s success often hinges on the foreseeability of the crime committed, as property 

owners are not expected to prevent all possible crimes which may occur on their property. Whether or not a crime was 

foreseeable is a question of fact, but evidence of foreseeability may include the crime rate in the premises’ immediate area, 

whether similar crimes have previously been committed on the premises, and the nature of the property itself (in other words, 

is the property of a type that is likely to attract crime). Stevens, 436 So.2d at 34-35; Gibson v. Avis Rent-A-Car System, Inc., 

386 So.2d 520 (Fla. 1980); Williams v. Office of Sec. & Intelligence, Inc., 509 So.2d 1282 (Fla. 3d DCA 1987). 
88 Globe Sec. Systems Co. v. Mayor’s Jewelers, Inc., 458 So.2d 828 (Fla. 3d DCA 1984).  
89 Section 768.81(4), F.S.; Merrill Crossings Assocs. v. McDonald, 705 So.2d 560 (Fla. 1997). 
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Comparative Negligence  

Joint and Several Liability 

Traditionally, when multiple defendants contributed to a plaintiff’s injury, the doctrine of “joint 

and several liability” required any one of the defendants to pay the full amount of the plaintiff’s 

damages.90 This was true even where the defendants did not act in concert but instead each 

committed a separate and independent act, and then the acts combined to cause an injury to the 

plaintiff. For example, if defendants A, B, and C, while driving their vehicles, each contributed 

to an accident that caused a plaintiff damages of $100,000, with A being 40% at fault, B being 

59% at fault, and C being 1% at fault, the plaintiff could recover the full $100,000 from the 

plaintiff’s choice of any of the three defendants. 

 

Contributory Negligence 

Under the common law, a plaintiff who was found to be at fault for his or her own injury was 

completely barred from recovering any damages from the defendant.91 This doctrine, known as 

“contributory negligence,” prohibited any recovery by the plaintiff, even if the plaintiff had only 

barely contributed to his or her own injuries. The doctrine rested on a “policy of making the 

personal interests of each party depend upon his own care and prudence.”92 However, over time, 

most United States jurisdictions began to believe the doctrine of contributory negligence was too 

harsh of a rule and began to change their approaches.  

 

Joint and Several Liability, Contributory Negligence, and Comparative Negligence in Florida 

In 1886, the Florida Supreme Court adopted the contributory negligence approach;93 and in 

1914, the Court acknowledged its acceptance of the doctrine of joint and several liability.94 In 

1973, the Florida Supreme Court changed Florida to a “pure comparative negligence” 

jurisdiction, deciding that the traditional contributory negligence approach was “almost 

universally regarded as unjust and inequitable.”95 As a result, under the pure comparative 

negligence approach, juries would now decide the percentage of fault contributed by each party 

in an accident, and then the damages would be apportioned accordingly.96 

 

In 1986, the Legislature passed the Tort Reform and Insurance Act (“Act”), which essentially 

codified Hoffman and further committed Florida to the comparative negligence approach.97 

Within the same Act, the Legislature also substantially limited the application of the doctrine of 

                                                 
90 See Louisville & Nashville R.R. Co. v. Allen, 65 So. 8, 12 (Fla. 1914) (“Where . . . separate and independent acts of 

negligence of several combine to produce directly a single injury, each is responsible for the entire result . . . .”). 
91 See Hoffman v. Jones, 280 So.2d 431 (Fla. 1973). 
92 Kevin J. Grehan, Comparative Negligence, 81 COLUM. L. REV. 1688, note 3 (quoting W. Prosser, The Law of Torts ss. 1, 

42 (4th ed. 1971). 
93 Louisville & Nashville R.R. Co. v. Yniestra, 21 Fla. 700 (1886) (citing Butterfield v. Forrester, 103 Eng. Rep. 926 (K.B. 

1809)). 
94 Louisville & Nashville R.R. Co. v. Allen, 65 So. at 12. 
95 Hoffman v. Jones, 280 So.2d at 436. 
96 See id. at 438 (“If plaintiff and defendant are both at fault, the former may recover, but the amount of his recovery may be 

only such proportion of the entire damages plaintiff sustained as the defendant’s negligence bears to the combined negligence 

of both the plaintiff and the defendant”). 
97 Chapter 86-160, s. 60, L.O.F. (codified at s. 768.81(2), F.S.). 
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joint and several liability in negligence actions.98 Joint and several liability was repealed for the 

purposes of most negligence actions in 2006.99  

 

As a result of the Act in its current form, Florida is a “pure comparative negligence jurisdiction” 

without the doctrine of joint and several liability.100 In other words, a jury in a typical Florida 

negligence action decides each party’s percentage of fault; and the court, in its final judgment, 

apportions damages based on the jury’s fault determination.101 

 

Comparative Negligence Approaches by United States Jurisdictions 

Today, three different approaches for how a court should apportion damages in a negligence 

action when two or more defendants contribute to an injury generally exist, as follows:102 

 Contributory negligence approach, followed by four states103 and the District of Columbia. 

Under this traditional common law approach, if the plaintiff contributed to the accident in 

any way, the plaintiff recovers nothing. For example:  

o If the plaintiff is 1 percent at fault for an accident causing the plaintiff $100,000 in 

damages and the defendant is 99 percent at fault in such accident, the plaintiff recovers 

nothing. 

o If the plaintiff is zero percent and the defendant is 100 percent at fault in such accident, 

the plaintiff recovers 100 percent of his or her damages—that is, $100,000. 

 Pure comparative negligence approach, followed by Florida and 11 other states.104 Under 

this approach, the jury determines each party’s percentage of fault and the court apportions 

damages accordingly. For example:  

o If the plaintiff is 40 percent at fault for an accident causing the plaintiff $100,000 in 

damages and the defendant is 60 percent at fault in such accident, the plaintiff recovers 

60 percent of his or her damages—that is, $60,000. 

o If the plaintiff is 70 percent at fault for an accident causing the plaintiff $100,000 in 

damages and the defendant is 30 percent at fault in such accident, the plaintiff recovers 

30 percent of his or her damages—that is, $30,000. 

 Modified comparative negligence approach, followed by 34 states. Under this approach, the 

jury determines each party’s percentage of fault, but the plaintiff recovers nothing if he or she 

was to blame for at least a certain percentage of the fault, with three sub-approaches: 

o In 10 states, the plaintiff recovers nothing if he or she was 50 percent or more at fault.105 

For example: 

                                                 
98 Chapter 86-160, s. 60, L.O.F. (codified at s. 768.81(3), F.S.). 
99 Chapter 2006-6, s. 1, L.O.F. (codified at s. 768.81(3), F.S.). 
100 Section 768.81(3), F.S. (“In a negligence action, the court shall enter judgment against each party liable on the basis of 

such party’s percentage of fault and not on the basis of the doctrine of joint and several liability.”). 
101 See Fla. Sup. Ct. Std. Jury Instr. 501.4 (Comparative Negligence, Non-Party Fault and Multiple Defendants), 

https://www.floridabar.org/rules/florida-standard-jury-instructions/civil-jury-instructions/civil-instructions/#500 (last 

accessed February 27, 2023). 
102 LawInfo, Comparative and Contributory Negligence Laws by State, https://www.lawinfo.com/resources/personal-

injury/comparative-and-contributory-negligence-laws-by-state.html (last accessed February 27, 2023). 
103 Alabama, Maryland, North Carolina, and Virginia. See id. 
104 Alaska, Arizona, California, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, Missouri, New Mexico, New York, Rhode Island, and 

Washington state. See id. 
105 Arkansas, Colorado, Delaware, Georgia, Idaho, Maine, Nebraska, North Dakota, Tennessee, and Utah. 
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 If the plaintiff is 50 percent at fault for an accident causing the plaintiff $100,000 in 

damages, the plaintiff recovers nothing.  

 If the plaintiff is 49 percent and the defendant is 51 percent at fault for such accident, 

the plaintiff recovers 51 percent of his or her damages—that is, $51,000. 

o In 23 states, the plaintiff recovers nothing if he or she was more than 50 percent at 

fault.106 For example: 

 If the plaintiff is 51 percent and the defendant is 49 percent at fault for an accident 

causing the plaintiff $100,000 in damages, the plaintiff recovers nothing.  

 If the plaintiff and the defendant are each 50 percent at fault for such accident, the 

plaintiff recovers 50 percent of his or her damages—that is, $50,000. 

o In one state, the plaintiff recovers only if his or her conduct was “slightly” negligent and 

the defendant’s conduct was “grossly negligent.”107 

 

Awarding Attorney Fees in Litigation  

In most United States jurisdictions, each party to civil litigation pays its own attorney, regardless 

of the outcome of the litigation, and a court may only award attorney fees to the prevailing side if 

authorized by statute or agreement of the parties to the litigation.108 This is often referred to as 

the “American Rule” for attorney fees, and contravenes the “English Rule” under which English 

courts generally awarded attorney fees to the prevailing party in litigation.109 

 

Florida has enacted a number of statutes that authorize courts to award attorney fees in civil 

litigation. As the Florida Supreme Court has noted, these statutory provisions generally fall into 

two categories.110 In the first category, statutes direct a court to assess attorney fees against only 

one side in certain types of actions. An example is found in s. 627.428, F.S., which directs the 

court to assess reasonable attorney fees against the insurer and in favor of the insured or a 

beneficiary who prevails in litigation. The second category follows the English Rule and 

authorizes the prevailing party, whether it is the plaintiff or the defendant, to recover its attorney 

fees from the opposing party.  

 

Lodestar Approach 

In 1985, the Florida Supreme Court held that courts should calculate the amount of statutorily-

authorized attorney fees under the "lodestar approach."111 Under this approach, the first step is 

for the court to determine the number of hours reasonably expended by an attorney on the case. 

The second step requires the court to determine a reasonable hourly rate. The number of hours 

reasonably expended (determined in the first step), multiplied by the reasonable hourly rate 

(determined in the second step), produces the “lodestar amount,” which is considered an 

objective basis for what the attorney fee amount should be.  

 

                                                 
106 Connecticut, Hawaii, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Montana, Nevada, New 

Hampshire, New Jersey, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Texas, Vermont, West Virginia, 

Wisconsin, and Wyoming. 
107 South Dakota. 
108 Florida Patient’s Compensation Fund v. Rowe, 472 So.2d 1145, 1147-1148 (Fla. 1985). 
109 Id. 
110 Id. 
111 Fla. Patient's Comp. Fund v. Rowe, 472 So.2d 1145 (Fla. 1985). 
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Addition of a Contingency Fee Multiplier 

In certain cases, the court may greatly increase the lodestar amount by applying a contingency 

fee multiplier, which essentially takes the lodestar amount and multiplies that amount by a factor 

of 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, or some other number.112 The concept of the contingency fee multiplier arose 

from judicial interpretations of statutory authorization of attorney fees in particular cases,113 but 

the Legislature has also expressly provided for use of a contingency fee multiplier in certain 

cases.114 In a 1990 case, the Florida Supreme Court discussed three different types of cases and 

whether a contingency fee multiplier should be applied in each case, as follows: 

 Public policy enforcement cases. These cases may involve discrimination, environmental 

issues, and consumer protection issues. In these cases, a contingency fee multiplier is usually 

inappropriate. 

 Family law, eminent domain, estate, and trust cases. In these cases, a contingency fee 

multiplier is usually inappropriate. 

 Tort and contract claims, including insurance cases. In these cases, a contingency fee 

multiplier may be applied if the plaintiff can demonstrate the following factors show a need 

for the multiplier: 

o Whether the relevant market requires a contingency fee multiplier to obtain counsel;  

o Whether the attorney can mitigate the risk of nonpayment; and  

o Whether any other factors established in Rowe115 support the use of the multiplier.116 

 

Further, in the same decision, the Court noted that the size of the contingency fee multiplier 

varies from 1.0 to 2.5 based on the likelihood of success at the outset of the case, as follows:  

 1.0 to 1.5, if the trial court determines that success was more likely than not at the outset; 

 1.5 to 2.0, if the trial court determines that the likelihood of success was approximately even 

at the outset; and 

 2.0 to 2.5, if the trial court determines that success was unlikely at the outset.117    

                                                 
112 The Court may also adjust the amount based on the results obtained by the attorney. Standard Guar. Ins. Co. v. 

Quanstrom, 555 So.2d 828, 830-31 (Fla. 1990). Contingency risk multipliers are also referred to as contingency fee 

multipliers.     
113 The rationale for applying a contingency risk multiplier to increase an attorney fee award is that plaintiffs and plaintiffs' 

attorneys generally do not recover any money unless they prevail. The attorney fee multiplier induces attorneys to take a risk 

on cases they might not otherwise take, allowing would-be plaintiffs to find attorneys willing to represent them. 
114 See s. 790.33(3)(f)1., F.S. (explicitly authorizing a contingency fee multiplier in certain cases relating to the preemption of 

firearm and ammunition regulation). 
115 The Rowe factors were based upon Disciplinary Rule 2-106(b) of the Florida Bar (which is now Rule of Professional 

Conduct 4-1.5), and were as follows: 

 Time and labor required, novelty and difficulty of the question involved, and the skill and requisite to perform the legal 

service properly. 

 Likelihood, if apparent to the client, that the acceptance of employment would preclude other employment by the lawyer. 

 Fee customarily charged in the locality for similar legal services. 

 Amount involved and results obtained. 

 Time limitations imposed by the client and circumstances. 

 Nature and length of the professional relationship with the client. 

 Experience, reputation, and ability of the lawyer(s) providing services. 

 Whether the fee is a fixed or contingency fee. 

Rowe, 472 So.2d at 1150–1151. 
116 Quanstrom, 555 So.2d at 833-835. 
117 Id. at 834. 
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Federal Court Treatment of the Contingency Fee Multiplier 

Part of the Florida Supreme Court's rationale for adopting the contingency fee multiplier 

framework in 1985 was that, at the time, it was being applied in federal courts.118 However, in 

1992, the U.S. Supreme Court decided Burlington v. Dague, in which it rejected the use of a 

contingency fee multiplier under certain federal fee-shifting statutes. Dague essentially signaled 

that the Supreme Court was closing the door on the contingency fee multiplier's use in most, if 

not all, federal cases.119  

 

In 2010, in the case of Perdue v. Kenny A. ex. rel. Winn, a case involving a class action lawsuit 

filed on behalf of 3,000 children in the Georgia foster care system, the U.S. Supreme Court again 

addressed the contingency risk multiplier issue.120 The plaintiffs argued in the underlying case 

that the foster care system in two counties was constitutionally deficient. The case went to 

mediation, and the parties entered a consent decree resolving all issues. Subsequently, the 

plaintiffs' attorneys sought attorney fees under 42 U.S.C. s. 1988.121  

 

The federal district court calculated the fees using the lodestar approach, arriving at a $6 million 

figure, and then applied a 1.75 contingency fee multiplier, for a total attorney fee of $10.5 

million. The district court justified the contingency fee multiplier by finding that the attorneys 

had: 

 Advanced $1.7 million with no ongoing reimbursement. 

 Worked on a contingency basis, and therefore were not guaranteed payment. 

 Displayed a high degree of skill, commitment, dedication, and professionalism. 

 Achieved extraordinary results.122 

 

On review, the U.S. Supreme Court reversed the district court's calculation of attorney fees, 

remanding the case because the district court did not provide adequate justification for the 75 

percent increase. The Court reiterated that "there is a strong presumption that the lodestar figure 

is reasonable," but that such presumption "may be overcome in those rare circumstances in 

which the lodestar does not adequately consider a factor that may properly be considered in 

determining a reasonable fee."123 The Court also determined that a contingency fee multiplier 

may be applicable in “exceptional” circumstances.124 

 

Thus, the Perdue Court determined that the application of contingency fee multipliers may 

sometimes be appropriate, while also issuing several warnings about contingency fee multipliers, 

as follows: 

                                                 
118 See Rowe, 472 So.2d at 1146 ("[W]e . . . adopt the federal lodestar approach for computing reasonable attorney fees"). 
119 See City of Burlington v. Dague, 112 S.Ct. 2638, 2642-2643 (1992) ("Thus, enhancement for the contingency risk posed 

by each case would encourage meritorious claims to be brought, but only at the social cost of indiscriminately encouraging 

nonmeritorious claims to be brought as well... [W]e hold that enhancement for contingency is not permitted under the fee-

shifting statutes at issue"). 
120 Perdue v. Kenny A. ex rel. Winn, 130 S.Ct. 1662 (2010). 
121 42 U.S.C. s. 1988(b) allows the court to award attorney fees to the prevailing party in certain civil rights actions. 
122 Perdue, 130 S.Ct. at 1670. 
123 Id. at 1673 (emphasis added). 
124 Id. 
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 When a trial court fails to give detailed explanations for why it applies a contingency fee 

multiplier, "widely disparate awards may be made, and awards may be influenced . . . by a 

judge's subjective opinion regarding particular attorneys or the importance of the case."125 

 "[U]njustified enhancements that serve only to enrich attorneys are not consistent" with the 

aims of a statute that seek to compensate plaintiffs.126 

 In many cases, attorney fees "are not paid by the individuals responsible for the constitutional 

or statutory violations on which the judgment is based . . . . Instead, the fees are paid . . . by 

state and local taxpayers," resulting in a diversion of funds from other government 

programs.127 

 

Florida Supreme Court Treatment of the Contingency Fee Multiplier 

In 2017, the Florida Supreme Court rejected the U.S. Supreme Court's Dague decision, instead 

holding that the contingency fee multiplier in Florida courts is not subject to the "rare and 

exceptional circumstances" requirement.128 The Court acknowledged that, based upon its 

decision to maintain the applicability of the contingency fee multiplier without the restrictions 

implemented by the Dague decision, Florida "separat[ed] from federal precedent in this area."129 

 

Recent Florida Legislation 

During Special Session D in May of 2022, the Legislature passed CS/SB 2-D, which was signed 

into law by the Governor. Amending s. 627.70152, F.S., the bill created a strong presumption 

that, in lawsuits arising under a residential or commercial property insurance policy, a lodestar 

fee is sufficient and reasonable; and that such presumption could only be rebutted in a rare and 

exceptional circumstance.130  

 

Attorney Fees Arising from Insurance Litigation 

Section. 627.428, F.S., allows an insured to recover attorney fees if he or she prevails in a 

lawsuit against the insurer to enforce an insurance policy – which has been referred to as the 

“one-way attorney fee” in insurance litigation.131 Some version of this statute has been the law in 

Florida since at least 1893.132 The statute provides, in part: 

Upon the rendition of a judgment or decree by any of the courts of this state against 

an insurer and in favor of any named or omnibus insured or the named beneficiary 

under a policy or contract executed by the insurer, the trial court or, in the event of an 

                                                 
125 See id. at 1676. 
126 See id. 
127 See id. at 1677. 
128 See Joyce v. Federated Nat'l Ins. Co., 228 So.3d 1122 (Fla. 2017) ("[W]ith all due deference to the United States Supreme 

Court, we do not accept the Dague majority's rationale for rejecting contingency fee multipliers"). 
129 Id. at 1130.  
130 Chapter 2022-268, s. 16, L.O.F. 
131 Other states with similar “one-way” attorney fee provisions for insureds are Arkansas (Ark. Code s. 23-79-208), Delaware 

(18 Del. Code s. 4102), Hawaii (Hi. Rev. Stat. s. 431:10-242), Idaho (Id. Code 41-1839), Kansas (Kan. Stat. s. 40-256), 

Nebraska (Neb. Rev. Stat. Ann. S. 44-359), New Hampshire (N.H. Rev. Stat. s. 491-22-b), New Jersey – by court rule (N.J. 

Court R. 4:42-9(a)(6)), New Mexico (N.M. Stat. s. 39.2-1), North Carolina - for litigation not over $25,000 (N.C. Gen. Stat. 

s. 6-21.1), and Texas (Tex. Ins. Code s. 542.060). 
132 See Tillis v. Liverpool & London & Globe Insurance Company, 35 So. 171 (Fla. 1903) (rejecting an insurance company 

argument that the 1893 law providing that an insured may recover attorney fees in actions against an insurance company to 

enforce a policy violates due process and equal protection). 
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appeal in which the insured or beneficiary prevails, the appellate court shall adjudge 

or decree against the insurer and in favor of the insured or beneficiary a reasonable 

sum as fees or compensation for the insured’s or beneficiary’s attorney prosecuting 

the suit in which the recovery is had.133 

 

Section 626.9373, F.S., applies the same standard to suits against surplus lines insurers. In 

December 2022, during Special Session A, the legislature passed SB 2-A, which was signed into 

law by the Governor. The passage of SB 2-A eliminated one-way attorney fees for property 

insurance cases, and in turn, removed the provision added during the May 2022 Special Session 

D relating to lodestar fees in such property insurance cases.134 

 

Attorney Fees Arising from Offers of Judgment 

Section 768.79, F.S., provides for attorney fees where a party’s offer to settle a case has been 

rejected. The statute states, in part: 

(1) In any civil action for damages filed in the courts of this state, if a defendant files 

an offer of judgment which is not accepted by the plaintiff within 30 days, the defendant 

shall be entitled to recover reasonable costs and attorney’s fees incurred by her or him 

… if the judgment is one of no liability or the judgment obtained by the plaintiff is at 

least 25 percent less than such offer…. If a plaintiff files a demand for judgment which 

is not accepted by the defendant within 30 days and the plaintiff recovers a judgment 

in an amount at least 25 percent greater than the offer, she or he shall be entitled to 

recover reasonable costs and attorney’s fees…. 

 

An offer must: 

 Be in writing and state that it is being made pursuant to this section; 

 Name the party making it and the party to whom it is being made; 

 State with particularity the amount offered to settle a claim for punitive damages, if any; and 

 State its total amount.135 

 

The court may disallow an award of costs and attorney fees to the prevailing party if it is 

determined the prevailing party did not make the offer in good faith.136 When determining the 

reasonableness of an award of attorney fees, the court must consider the following factors along 

with other relevant criteria: 

 The then apparent merit or lack of merit in the claim; 

 The number and nature of offers made by the parties; 

 The closeness of questions of fact and law at issue; 

 Whether the person making the offer had unreasonably refused to furnish information 

necessary to evaluate the reasonableness of such offer; 

 Whether the suit was in the nature of a test case presenting questions of far-reaching 

importance affecting nonparties; and 

                                                 
133 Section 627.428(1), F.S. This is similar to the language in s. 626.9373, F.S., which applies to surplus lines insurers. 

Florida courts interpret the statutes to have the same meaning. 
134 Chapter 2022-271, s. 17, L.O.F. 
135 Section 768.79(2), F.S. 
136 Section 768.79(8)(a), F.S. 
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 The amount of the additional delay cost and expense that the person making the offer 

reasonably would be expected to incur if the litigation should be prolonged.137 

III. Effect of Proposed Changes: 

Contingency Fee Multiplier 

Section 1 amends s. 57.104, F.S., to create a presumption that the lodestar fee is sufficient and 

reasonable in a case in which attorney fees are determined by or awarded by the court. A 

claimant may overcome this presumption only in a rare and exceptional circumstance, and only 

if he or she can demonstrate that he or she could not have otherwise reasonably retained 

competent counsel. Essentially, the bill brings Florida contingency fee multiplier law in line with 

the current federal standard. 

 

Statute of Limitations  

Section 2 amends s. 95.11, F.S., to reduce the statute of limitations for general negligence 

actions from four years to two years. This generally means that a plaintiff who fails to file a 

lawsuit within two years, rather than within four years, of the occurrence of negligence will be 

barred from filing the suit. 

 

Statutory and Common Law Bad Faith Actions 

Section 3 amends s. 624.155, F.S., to provide that an insurer may not be found to have acted in 

bad faith for failure to settle a liability insurance claim, whether pursuant to the statute or 

common law, if the insurer tenders the lesser of the policy limits or the amount demanded by the 

claimant either: 

 Before a complaint asserting such claim, accompanied by sufficient evidence to support the 

amount of the claim, is filed; or 

 Within 90 days after service of such complaint upon the insurer. 

 

Failure of the insurer to tender such payment does not constitute bad faith and is inadmissible as 

evidence in any action seeking to establish bad faith on the part of the insurer. 

 

The bill makes the following provisions applicable to all bad faith claims: 

 Mere negligence alone is insufficient to constitute bad faith.  

 The insured, the third-party claimant, and any representative of the insured or the claimant 

have a duty to act in good faith in furnishing information about the claim, making demands 

of the insurer, setting deadlines, and attempting to settle the claim.138 

 The trier of fact may consider whether the insured, the third-party claimant, or his or her 

representative did not act in good faith and, if so, reasonably reduce the damages awarded 

against the insurer. 

 

Further, the bill specifies that, if two or more third-party claimants make competing claims 

arising out of a single occurrence, which in total exceed the insured’s available policy limits, the 

                                                 
137 Section 768.79(8)(b), F.S. 
138 Under the bill, this duty does not create a separate cause of action.  
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insurer does not commit bad faith by failing to pay all or any portion of the available limits to 

one or more of the third-party claimants if, within 90 days after receiving notice of the 

competing claims, the insurer either:  

 Files an interpleader action139 under the Florida Rules of Civil Procedure;140 or 

 Pursuant to binding arbitration that has been agreed to by the insurer and the third-party 

claimants, makes the entire amount of the policy limits available for payment to the 

competing third-party claimants before a qualified arbitrator selected by the insurer at the 

insurer’s expense.141 

 

Transparency in Damages 

Section 4 creates s. 768.0427, F.S., to establish a uniform process for the admissibility of 

evidence and the calculation of medical damages in personal injury or wrongful death actions. 

As such, the bill modifies the collateral source rule to limit the introduction of evidence for 

medical damages. 

 

Definitions 

The bill defines the following terms: 

 “Factoring company” means a person who purchases a health care provider’s accounts 

receivable at a discount below the invoice value of such accounts.  

 “Health care coverage” means any third-party health care or disability services financing 

arrangement including, but not limited to, arrangements with entities certified or authorized 

under federal law or under the Florida Insurance Code; state or federal health care benefit 

programs; workers’ compensation; and personal injury protection. 

 “Health care provider” means any of the following professionals and entities, and 

professionals and entities similarly licensed in another jurisdiction: 

o A provider as defined in s. 408.803; and a licensed provider under chapter 394 or chapter 

397, and its clinical and nonclinical staff providing inpatient or outpatient services. 

o A certified clinical laboratory. 

o A federally qualified health center as under federal law. 

o A health care practitioner. 

o A licensed health care professional. 

o A home health aide. 

o A licensed continuing care facility. 

                                                 
139 An interpleader action is an action initiated by the holder of property to determine the rights of two or more claimants to 

the property. This avoids the problem of the property holder being sued by the claimants separately. Legal Information 

Institute, Interpleader, 

https://www.law.cornell.edu/wex/interpleader#:~:text=A%20way%20for%20a%20holder,who%20actually%20owns%20the

%20property (last accessed February 27, 2023). 
140 If the trier of fact finds that the claims of the competing third-party claimants exceed the policy limits, the bill specifies 

that the third-party claimants are entitled to a prorated share of the policy limits as determined by the trier of fact. This does 

not alter or limit the insurer’s duty to defend the insured.  
141 The bill specifies that the third-party claimants are entitled to a prorated share of the policy limits as determined by the 

arbitrator, who must consider the comparative fault, if any, of each third-party claimant, and the total likely outcome at trial 

based upon the total of the economic and non-economic damages submitted to the arbitrator for consideration. Further, a 

third-party claimant whose claim is resolved by the arbitrator must execute and deliver a general release to the insured party 

whose claim is resolved by the proceeding.  
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o A pharmacy. 

 “Letter of protection” means any arrangement where a health care provider renders medical 

treatment in exchange for a promise of payment for the claimant’s medical expenses from 

any judgment or settlement of a personal injury or wrongful death action. 

 

Limitations on Admissible Evidence 

The bill limits what evidence is allowed to be presented to the factfinder to prove the amount of 

damages for past or future medical care.  

 

Past Paid Medical Bills 

 

The bill restricts evidence of services that have already been satisfied to the amount actually paid 

for the services, regardless of the source of such payment. As such, if an insurer paid the full 

medical bill for past services, the amount paid by the insurer is the only amount admissible. The 

initial billed amount may not be presented as evidence. 

 

Past Unpaid Medical Bills 

 

Whether a particular piece of evidence is admissible to prove the amount to satisfy already 

incurred, but yet unpaid, medical bills is dependent on the type of health care coverage the 

claimant has, if any, as follows: 

 Claimant has insurance: If the claimant has health care coverage, evidence of the amount the 

coverage is obligated to pay the provider for satisfaction of the medical services rendered 

plus the claimant’s portion of medical expenses under the contract are admissible.  

 Claimant has insurance but obtains treatment under a letter of protection: If the claimant has 

health care coverage but forgoes the coverage and obtains medical treatment under a letter of 

protection (or otherwise does not submit charges to his or her insurer), evidence of the 

amount the health care coverage would pay under the contract plus the claimant’s portion of 

medical expenses, had he or she obtained treatment pursuant to the health care coverage, is 

admissible.  

 Claimant has no insurance: If the claimant does not have health care coverage, evidence of 

120 percent of the Medicare reimbursement rate in effect at the time of the trial is admissible. 

If there is no applicable Medicare rate for the services in question, the admissible amount is 

170 percent of the applicable state Medicaid rate.  

 Claimant receives services under a letter of protection, and the bill is then transferred to a 

third party: If the claimant receives services pursuant to a letter of protection and the provider 

subsequently transfers the right to receive payment of the bill to a third party, evidence of the 

amount the third party agreed to pay the provider for the right to receive payment is 

admissible.  

 

Future Medical Bills 

 

Similarly, the bill provides uniform guidance for admissible evidence relating to damages for 

future medical treatments, based on whether the claimant has health care coverage or is eligible 

for health care coverage, as follows:  
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 Claimant has insurance or is eligible for insurance: If the claimant has health care coverage 

or is eligible for health care coverage, evidence of the amount for which the future charges 

could be satisfied by the coverage plus the petitioner’s portion of medical expenses under the 

contract are admissible.  

 Claimant has no insurance: If the claimant does not have health care coverage, evidence of 

120 percent of the Medicare reimbursement rate in effect at the time of the trial for such 

future services is admissible. If there is no applicable Medicare rate for the future services in 

question, 170 percent of the applicable state Medicaid rate amount is admissible.  

 

Disclosure of Contracts 

The bill maintains protection from disclosure for individual contracts between providers and 

authorized commercial insurers or authorized health maintenance organizations. Therefore, such 

contracts are not subject to discovery or disclosure and are not admissible into evidence.  

 

Required Disclosures When a Letter of Protection is Used 

 

The bill provides a procedure for the use of a letter of protection. If the petitioner obtains medical 

care under a letter of protection, the bill requires the claimant to disclose the following for the 

determination of damages: 

 A copy of the letter of protection. 

 All billings for the rendered medical expenses, which must be itemized and coded for the 

year services are rendered. 

 If the provider sells the accounts receivable to a third party or factoring company, the name 

of the third party and the dollar amount for which the third party purchased the accounts. 

 Whether the claimant had health care coverage at the time of treatment, and the identity of 

such coverage. 

 Whether the claimant was referred for treatment under a letter of protection and, if so, the 

identity of the person who made the referral. If the referral was made by the claimant’s 

attorney, disclosure of the referral is permitted, and evidence of the referral is admissible in 

the litigation, notwithstanding the lawyer-client privilege in s. 90.502, F.S. In such instance, 

the financial relationship between a law firm and a medical provider, including the number of 

referrals, frequency, and financial benefit obtained, is relevant to the issue of any bias of a 

testifying medical expert. 

 

Amount of Damages 

The bill prohibits damages from including any amounts above the amount actually paid for the 

satisfaction for services rendered. Further, the bill prohibits an award of damages from 

exceeding: 

 The amount actually paid by or on behalf of the claimant to the provider; 

 The amount necessary to satisfy charges for medical services that are owed or not yet 

satisfied at the time of trial; and 

 The amount necessary to provide for any reasonable and necessary future medical treatment. 
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Premises Liability  

Section 5 creates s. 768.0701, F.S., to provide that, in a negligent security action against the 

owner, lessor, operator, or manager of commercial or real property brought by a person lawfully 

on the property who was injured by a third party’s criminal act, the trier of fact must consider the 

fault of all persons who contributed to the injury. 

 

Attorney Fees Arising from Offers of Judgment 

Section 6 amends s. 768.79, F.S., to apply the offer of judgment statute to any civil action 

involving an insurance contract. 

 

Comparative Negligence  

Section 7 amends s. 768.81, F.S., to, except for causes of action for personal injury or wrongful 

death arising out of medical malpractice, modify Florida’s damages apportionment standard from 

a pure comparative negligence approach to a modified comparative negligence approach. Under 

the bill, any party to a negligence action found to be more than 50 percent at fault for his or her 

own harm may not recover any damages. 

 

One-Way Attorney Fees 

Sections 8 and 9 repeal ss. 626.9373 and 627.428, F.S., thereby eliminating Florida’s one-way 

attorney fee provisions for insurance cases.  

 

Miscellaneous Sections of the Bill 

Sections 10 – 24 amend/repeal various sections of Florida Statutes in order to conform them to 

changes made elsewhere by the bill. 

 

Section 25 directs the Division of Law Revision to replace the phrase “the effective date of this 

act” with the date the bill becomes law. 

 

Section 26 provides that the change made by the bill reducing the statute of limitation for general 

negligence cases from 4 years to 2 years applies to causes of action accruing after the effective 

date of the bill. 

 

Section 27 provides that the bill shall not be construed to impair any right under an insurance 

contract in effect on or before the effective date of this bill; to the extent that the bill does affect a 

right under an insurance contract, the bill applies only to an insurance contract issued or renewed 

after the effective date of the bill. 

 

Section 28 provides that, except as otherwise expressly stated in the bill, the bill applies to all 

causes of action filed after the effective date of the bill. 

 

Section 29 provides that the bill takes effect upon becoming a law. 
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IV. Constitutional Issues: 

A. Municipality/County Mandates Restrictions: 

None. 

B. Public Records/Open Meetings Issues: 

None. 

C. Trust Funds Restrictions: 

None. 

D. State Tax or Fee Increases: 

None. 

E. Other Constitutional Issues: 

None. 

V. Fiscal Impact Statement: 

A. Tax/Fee Issues: 

None. 

B. Private Sector Impact: 

None. 

C. Government Sector Impact: 

None. 

VI. Technical Deficiencies: 

None. 

VII. Related Issues: 

None. 

VIII. Statutes Affected: 

This bill substantially amends the following sections of the Florida Statutes: 57.104, 95.11, 

624.155, 768.79, 768.81, 624.123, 624.488, 627.062, 627.401, 627.727, 627.736, 627.756, 

628.6016, 475.01, 475.611, 517.191, 627.441, and 632.638.   
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This bill creates the following sections of the Florida Statutes: 768.0427 and 768.0701.  

 

This bill repeals the following sections of the Florida Statutes: 626.9373, 627.428, 631.70, and 

631.926.  

IX. Additional Information: 

A. Committee Substitute – Statement of Substantial Changes: 
(Summarizing differences between the Committee Substitute and the prior version of the bill.) 

CS by Banking and Insurance Committee on March 7, 2023: 

The committee substitute makes the following changes:  

 Revises the effective date provisions to provide that the: 

o Amendment made by the bill reducing the statute of limitation for general 

negligence cases from 4 years to 2 years applies prospectively to causes of action 

accruing after the effective date of the bill; 

o Remainder of the bill applies to causes of action filed after the effective date; and 

o Bill shall not be construed to impair any right under an existing insurance contract 

provisions regarding the delivery of a policy. 

B. Amendments: 

None. 

This Senate Bill Analysis does not reflect the intent or official position of the bill’s introducer or the Florida Senate. 
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The Committee on Banking and Insurance (Thompson) recommended 

the following: 

 

Senate Amendment (with title amendment) 1 

 2 

Delete lines 203 - 386. 3 

 4 

================= T I T L E  A M E N D M E N T ================ 5 

And the title is amended as follows: 6 

Delete lines 7 - 11 7 

and insert: 8 

limitations for negligence actions; creating s. 9 
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The Committee on Banking and Insurance (Thompson) recommended 

the following: 

 

Senate Amendment (with title amendment) 1 

 2 

Delete lines 387 - 543. 3 

 4 

================= T I T L E  A M E N D M E N T ================ 5 

And the title is amended as follows: 6 

Delete lines 11 - 19 7 

and insert: 8 

single occurrence exceed policy limits; 9 
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The Committee on Banking and Insurance (Powell) recommended the 

following: 

 

Senate Amendment (with title amendment) 1 

 2 

Delete lines 544 - 552. 3 

 4 

================= T I T L E  A M E N D M E N T ================ 5 

And the title is amended as follows: 6 

Delete lines 20 - 22 7 

and insert: 8 

amending s. 768.79, F.S.; 9 
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The Committee on Banking and Insurance (Hutson) recommended the 

following: 

 

Senate Amendment (with title amendment) 1 

 2 

Delete lines 814 - 818 3 

and insert: 4 

Section 26. The amendments made by this act to s. 95.11, 5 

Florida Statutes, apply to causes of action accruing after the 6 

effective date of this act. 7 

Section 27. This act shall not be construed to impair any 8 

right under an insurance contract in effect on or before the 9 

effective date of this act. To the extent that this act affects 10 
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a right under an insurance contract, this act applies to an 11 

insurance contract issued or renewed after the effective date of 12 

this act. 13 

Section 28. Except as otherwise expressly provided in this 14 

act, this act shall apply to causes of action filed after the 15 

effective date of this act. 16 

Section 29. This act shall take effect upon becoming a law. 17 

 18 

================= T I T L E  A M E N D M E N T ================ 19 

And the title is amended as follows: 20 

Delete line 38 21 

and insert: 22 

providing applicability and construction; providing an 23 

effective date. 24 
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A bill to be entitled 1 

An act relating to civil remedies; amending s. 57.104, 2 

F.S.; creating a rebuttable presumption that a 3 

lodestar fee is a sufficient and reasonable attorney 4 

fee in most civil actions; providing an exception; 5 

amending s. 95.11, F.S.; reducing the statute of 6 

limitations for negligence actions; amending s. 7 

624.155, F.S.; providing standards for bad faith 8 

actions; providing for the distribution of proceeds 9 

when two or more third-party claims arising out of a 10 

single occurrence exceed policy limits; creating s. 11 

768.0427, F.S.; providing definitions; providing 12 

standards for the admissibility of evidence to prove 13 

the cost of damages for medical expenses in certain 14 

civil actions; requiring certain disclosures with 15 

respect to claims for medical expenses for treatment 16 

rendered under letters of protection; specifying the 17 

damages that may be recovered by a claimant for the 18 

reasonable and necessary cost of medical care; 19 

creating s. 768.0701, F.S.; requiring the trier of 20 

fact to consider the fault of certain persons who 21 

contribute to an injury; amending s. 768.79, F.S.; 22 

providing for the applicability of that section; 23 

amending s. 768.81, F.S.; providing that a party in a 24 

negligence action who is at fault by a specified 25 

amount may not recover damages under a comparative 26 

negligence action; providing applicability; repealing 27 

ss. 626.9373 and 627.428, F.S., relating to attorney 28 

fees payable to insureds filing actions against 29 
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insurers; amending ss. 624.123, 624.488, 627.062, 30 

627.401, 627.727, 627.736, 627.756, and 628.6016, 31 

F.S.; conforming provisions to changes made by the 32 

act; repealing ss. 631.70 and 631.926, F.S., relating 33 

to awards of attorney fees; amending ss. 475.01, 34 

475.611, 517.191, 627.441, and 632.638, F.S.; 35 

conforming provisions to changes made by the act; 36 

providing a directive to the Division of Law Revision; 37 

providing applicability; providing an effective date. 38 

  39 

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida: 40 

 41 

Section 1. Section 57.104, Florida Statutes, is amended to 42 

read: 43 

57.104 Computation of attorney attorneys’ fees.— 44 

(1) In any action in which attorney attorneys’ fees are to 45 

be determined or awarded by the court, the court shall consider, 46 

among other things, time and labor of any legal assistants who 47 

contributed nonclerical, meaningful legal support to the matter 48 

involved and who are working under the supervision of an 49 

attorney. For purposes of this section “legal assistant” means a 50 

person, who under the supervision and direction of a licensed 51 

attorney engages in legal research, and case development or 52 

planning in relation to modifications or initial proceedings, 53 

services, processes, or applications; or who prepares or 54 

interprets legal documents or selects, compiles, and uses 55 

technical information from references such as digests, 56 

encyclopedias, or practice manuals and analyzes and follows 57 

procedural problems that involve independent decisions. 58 
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(2) In any action in which attorney fees are determined or 59 

awarded by the court, there is a strong presumption that a 60 

lodestar fee is sufficient and reasonable. This presumption may 61 

be overcome only in a rare and exceptional circumstance with 62 

evidence that competent counsel could not otherwise be retained. 63 

Section 2. Subsections (3), (4), and (10) of section 95.11, 64 

Florida Statutes, are amended to read: 65 

95.11 Limitations other than for the recovery of real 66 

property.—Actions other than for recovery of real property shall 67 

be commenced as follows: 68 

(3) WITHIN FOUR YEARS.— 69 

(a) An action founded on negligence. 70 

(b) An action relating to the determination of paternity, 71 

with the time running from the date the child reaches the age of 72 

majority. 73 

(b)(c) An action founded on the design, planning, or 74 

construction of an improvement to real property, with the time 75 

running from the date of actual possession by the owner, the 76 

date of the issuance of a certificate of occupancy, the date of 77 

abandonment of construction if not completed, or the date of 78 

completion of the contract or termination of the contract 79 

between the professional engineer, registered architect, or 80 

licensed contractor and his or her employer, whichever date is 81 

latest; except that, when the action involves a latent defect, 82 

the time runs from the time the defect is discovered or should 83 

have been discovered with the exercise of due diligence. In any 84 

event, the action must be commenced within 10 years after the 85 

date of actual possession by the owner, the date of the issuance 86 

of a certificate of occupancy, the date of abandonment of 87 
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construction if not completed, or the date of completion of the 88 

contract or termination of the contract between the professional 89 

engineer, registered architect, or licensed contractor and his 90 

or her employer, whichever date is latest. However, 91 

counterclaims, cross-claims, and third-party claims that arise 92 

out of the conduct, transaction, or occurrence set out or 93 

attempted to be set out in a pleading may be commenced up to 1 94 

year after the pleading to which such claims relate is served, 95 

even if such claims would otherwise be time barred. With respect 96 

to actions founded on the design, planning, or construction of 97 

an improvement to real property, if such construction is 98 

performed pursuant to a duly issued building permit and if a 99 

local enforcement agency, state enforcement agency, or special 100 

inspector, as those terms are defined in s. 553.71, has issued a 101 

final certificate of occupancy or certificate of completion, 102 

then as to the construction which is within the scope of such 103 

building permit and certificate, the correction of defects to 104 

completed work or repair of completed work, whether performed 105 

under warranty or otherwise, does not extend the period of time 106 

within which an action must be commenced. Completion of the 107 

contract means the later of the date of final performance of all 108 

the contracted services or the date that final payment for such 109 

services becomes due without regard to the date final payment is 110 

made. 111 

(c)(d) An action to recover public money or property held 112 

by a public officer or employee, or former public officer or 113 

employee, and obtained during, or as a result of, his or her 114 

public office or employment. 115 

(d)(e) An action for injury to a person founded on the 116 
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design, manufacture, distribution, or sale of personal property 117 

that is not permanently incorporated in an improvement to real 118 

property, including fixtures. 119 

(e)(f) An action founded on a statutory liability. 120 

(f)(g) An action for trespass on real property. 121 

(g)(h) An action for taking, detaining, or injuring 122 

personal property. 123 

(h)(i) An action to recover specific personal property. 124 

(i)(j) A legal or equitable action founded on fraud. 125 

(j)(k) A legal or equitable action on a contract, 126 

obligation, or liability not founded on a written instrument, 127 

including an action for the sale and delivery of goods, wares, 128 

and merchandise, and on store accounts. 129 

(k)(l) An action to rescind a contract. 130 

(l)(m) An action for money paid to any governmental 131 

authority by mistake or inadvertence. 132 

(m)(n) An action for a statutory penalty or forfeiture. 133 

(n)(o) An action for assault, battery, false arrest, 134 

malicious prosecution, malicious interference, false 135 

imprisonment, or any other intentional tort, except as provided 136 

in subsections (4), (5), and (7). 137 

(o)(p) Any action not specifically provided for in these 138 

statutes. 139 

(p)(q) An action alleging a violation, other than a willful 140 

violation, of s. 448.110. 141 

(4) WITHIN TWO YEARS.— 142 

(a) An action founded on negligence. 143 

(b)(a) An action for professional malpractice, other than 144 

medical malpractice, whether founded on contract or tort; 145 
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provided that the period of limitations shall run from the time 146 

the cause of action is discovered or should have been discovered 147 

with the exercise of due diligence. However, the limitation of 148 

actions herein for professional malpractice shall be limited to 149 

persons in privity with the professional. 150 

(c)(b) An action for medical malpractice shall be commenced 151 

within 2 years from the time the incident giving rise to the 152 

action occurred or within 2 years from the time the incident is 153 

discovered, or should have been discovered with the exercise of 154 

due diligence; however, in no event shall the action be 155 

commenced later than 4 years from the date of the incident or 156 

occurrence out of which the cause of action accrued, except that 157 

this 4-year period shall not bar an action brought on behalf of 158 

a minor on or before the child’s eighth birthday. An “action for 159 

medical malpractice” is defined as a claim in tort or in 160 

contract for damages because of the death, injury, or monetary 161 

loss to any person arising out of any medical, dental, or 162 

surgical diagnosis, treatment, or care by any provider of health 163 

care. The limitation of actions within this subsection shall be 164 

limited to the health care provider and persons in privity with 165 

the provider of health care. In those actions covered by this 166 

paragraph in which it can be shown that fraud, concealment, or 167 

intentional misrepresentation of fact prevented the discovery of 168 

the injury the period of limitations is extended forward 2 years 169 

from the time that the injury is discovered or should have been 170 

discovered with the exercise of due diligence, but in no event 171 

to exceed 7 years from the date the incident giving rise to the 172 

injury occurred, except that this 7-year period shall not bar an 173 

action brought on behalf of a minor on or before the child’s 174 
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eighth birthday. This paragraph shall not apply to actions for 175 

which ss. 766.301-766.316 provide the exclusive remedy. 176 

(d)(c) An action to recover wages or overtime or damages or 177 

penalties concerning payment of wages and overtime. 178 

(e)(d) An action for wrongful death. 179 

(f)(e) An action founded upon a violation of any provision 180 

of chapter 517, with the period running from the time the facts 181 

giving rise to the cause of action were discovered or should 182 

have been discovered with the exercise of due diligence, but not 183 

more than 5 years from the date such violation occurred. 184 

(g)(f) An action for personal injury caused by contact with 185 

or exposure to phenoxy herbicides while serving either as a 186 

civilian or as a member of the Armed Forces of the United States 187 

during the period January 1, 1962, through May 7, 1975; the 188 

period of limitations shall run from the time the cause of 189 

action is discovered or should have been discovered with the 190 

exercise of due diligence. 191 

(h)(g) An action for libel or slander. 192 

(10) FOR INTENTIONAL TORTS RESULTING IN DEATH FROM ACTS 193 

DESCRIBED IN S. 782.04 OR S. 782.07.—Notwithstanding paragraph 194 

(4)(e) (4)(d), an action for wrongful death seeking damages 195 

authorized under s. 768.21 brought against a natural person for 196 

an intentional tort resulting in death from acts described in s. 197 

782.04 or s. 782.07 may be commenced at any time. This 198 

subsection shall not be construed to require an arrest, the 199 

filing of formal criminal charges, or a conviction for a 200 

violation of s. 782.04 or s. 782.07 as a condition for filing a 201 

civil action. 202 

Section 3. Section 624.155, Florida Statutes, is amended to 203 
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read: 204 

624.155 Civil remedy.— 205 

(1) Any person may bring a civil action against an insurer 206 

when such person is damaged: 207 

(a) By a violation of any of the following provisions by 208 

the insurer: 209 

1. Section 626.9541(1)(i), (o), or (x); 210 

2. Section 626.9551; 211 

3. Section 626.9705; 212 

4. Section 626.9706; 213 

5. Section 626.9707; or 214 

6. Section 627.7283. 215 

(b) By the commission of any of the following acts by the 216 

insurer: 217 

1. Not attempting in good faith to settle claims when, 218 

under all the circumstances, it could and should have done so, 219 

had it acted fairly and honestly toward its insured and with due 220 

regard for her or his interests; 221 

2. Making claims payments to insureds or beneficiaries not 222 

accompanied by a statement setting forth the coverage under 223 

which payments are being made; or 224 

3. Except as to liability coverages, failing to promptly 225 

settle claims, when the obligation to settle a claim has become 226 

reasonably clear, under one portion of the insurance policy 227 

coverage in order to influence settlements under other portions 228 

of the insurance policy coverage. 229 

 230 

Notwithstanding the provisions of the above to the contrary, a 231 

person pursuing a remedy under this section need not prove that 232 
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such act was committed or performed with such frequency as to 233 

indicate a general business practice. 234 

(2) Any party may bring a civil action against an 235 

unauthorized insurer if such party is damaged by a violation of 236 

s. 624.401 by the unauthorized insurer. 237 

(3)(a) As a condition precedent to bringing an action under 238 

this section, the department and the authorized insurer must 239 

have been given 60 days’ written notice of the violation. Notice 240 

to the authorized insurer must be provided by the department to 241 

the e-mail address designated by the insurer under s. 624.422. 242 

(b) The notice shall be on a form provided by the 243 

department and shall state with specificity the following 244 

information, and such other information as the department may 245 

require: 246 

1. The statutory provision, including the specific language 247 

of the statute, which the authorized insurer allegedly violated. 248 

2. The facts and circumstances giving rise to the 249 

violation. 250 

3. The name of any individual involved in the violation. 251 

4. Reference to specific policy language that is relevant 252 

to the violation, if any. If the person bringing the civil 253 

action is a third party claimant, she or he shall not be 254 

required to reference the specific policy language if the 255 

authorized insurer has not provided a copy of the policy to the 256 

third party claimant pursuant to written request. 257 

5. A statement that the notice is given in order to perfect 258 

the right to pursue the civil remedy authorized by this section. 259 

(c) No action shall lie if, within 60 days after the 260 

insurer receives notice from the department in accordance with 261 
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this subsection, the damages are paid or the circumstances 262 

giving rise to the violation are corrected. 263 

(d) The authorized insurer that is the recipient of a 264 

notice filed pursuant to this section shall report to the 265 

department on the disposition of the alleged violation. 266 

(e) The applicable statute of limitations for an action 267 

under this section shall be tolled for a period of: 268 

1. Sixty days after the insurer receives from the 269 

department the notice required by this subsection. 270 

2. Sixty days after the date appraisal is invoked pursuant 271 

to paragraph (f). 272 

(f) A notice required under this subsection may not be 273 

filed within 60 days after appraisal is invoked by any party in 274 

a residential property insurance claim. 275 

(4) An action for bad faith involving a failure to settle a 276 

liability insurance claim, including any such action brought 277 

under the common law, shall not lie if the insurer tenders the 278 

lesser of the policy limits or the amount demanded by the 279 

claimant either: 280 

(a) Before a complaint asserting such claim, accompanied by 281 

sufficient evidence to support the amount of the claim, is 282 

filed; or 283 

(b) Within 90 days after service of such complaint upon the 284 

insurer. 285 

 286 

Failure of an insurer to offer payment pursuant to this 287 

subsection shall not constitute bad faith and is inadmissible as 288 

evidence in any action seeking to establish bad faith on the 289 

part of the insurer. 290 
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(5) In any bad faith action, whether such action is brought 291 

under this section or is based on the common-law remedy for bad 292 

faith: 293 

(a) Mere negligence alone is insufficient to constitute bad 294 

faith. 295 

(b)1. The insured, claimant, and representative of the 296 

insured or claimant have a duty to act in good faith in 297 

furnishing information regarding the claim, in making demands of 298 

the insurer, in setting deadlines, and in attempting to settle 299 

the claim. This duty does not create a separate cause of action, 300 

but may only be considered pursuant to subparagraph 2. 301 

2. In any action for bad faith against an insurer, the 302 

trier of fact may consider whether the insured, claimant, or 303 

representative of the insured or claimant did not act in good 304 

faith pursuant to this paragraph, in which case the trier of 305 

fact may reasonably reduce the amount of damages awarded against 306 

the insurer. 307 

(6) If two or more third-party claimants have competing 308 

claims arising out of a single occurrence, which in total may 309 

exceed the available policy limits of one or more of the insured 310 

parties who may be liable to the third-party claimants, an 311 

insurer is not liable beyond the available policy limits for 312 

failure to pay all or any portion of the available policy limits 313 

to one or more of the third-party claimants if, within 90 days 314 

after receiving notice of the competing claims in excess of the 315 

available policy limits, the insurer complies with either 316 

paragraph (a) or paragraph (b). 317 

(a) The insurer files an interpleader action under the 318 

Florida Rules of Civil Procedure. If the claims of the competing 319 
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third-party claimants are found to be in excess of the policy 320 

limits, the third-party claimants are entitled to a prorated 321 

share of the policy limits as determined by the trier of fact. 322 

An insurer’s interpleader action does not alter or amend the 323 

insurer’s obligation to defend its insured. 324 

(b) Pursuant to binding arbitration that has been agreed to 325 

by the insurer and the third-party claimants, the insurer makes 326 

the entire amount of the policy limits available for payment to 327 

the competing third-party claimants before a qualified 328 

arbitrator selected by the insurer at the expense of the 329 

insurer. The third-party claimants are entitled to a prorated 330 

share of the policy limits as determined by the arbitrator, who 331 

must consider the comparative fault, if any, of each third-party 332 

claimant, and the total likely outcome at trial based upon the 333 

total of the economic and noneconomic damages submitted to the 334 

arbitrator for consideration. A third-party claimant whose claim 335 

is resolved by the arbitrator must execute and deliver a general 336 

release to the insured party whose claim is resolved by the 337 

proceeding. 338 

(7)(4) Upon adverse adjudication at trial or upon appeal, 339 

the authorized insurer shall be liable for damages, together 340 

with court costs and reasonable attorney attorney’s fees 341 

incurred by the plaintiff. 342 

(8)(5) No Punitive damages may not shall be awarded under 343 

this section unless the acts giving rise to the violation occur 344 

with such frequency as to indicate a general business practice 345 

and these acts are: 346 

(a) Willful, wanton, and malicious; 347 

(b) In reckless disregard for the rights of any insured; or 348 
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(c) In reckless disregard for the rights of a beneficiary 349 

under a life insurance contract. 350 

 351 

Any person who pursues a claim under this subsection shall post 352 

in advance the costs of discovery. Such costs shall be awarded 353 

to the authorized insurer if no punitive damages are awarded to 354 

the plaintiff. 355 

(9)(6) This section does shall not be construed to 356 

authorize a class action suit against an authorized insurer or a 357 

civil action against the commission, the office, or the 358 

department or any of their employees, or to create a cause of 359 

action when an authorized health insurer refuses to pay a claim 360 

for reimbursement on the ground that the charge for a service 361 

was unreasonably high or that the service provided was not 362 

medically necessary. 363 

(10)(7) In the absence of expressed language to the 364 

contrary, this section shall not be construed to authorize a 365 

civil action or create a cause of action against an authorized 366 

insurer or its employees who, in good faith, release information 367 

about an insured or an insurance policy to a law enforcement 368 

agency in furtherance of an investigation of a criminal or 369 

fraudulent act relating to a motor vehicle theft or a motor 370 

vehicle insurance claim. 371 

(11)(8) The civil remedy specified in this section does not 372 

preempt any other remedy or cause of action provided for 373 

pursuant to any other statute or pursuant to the common law of 374 

this state. Any person may obtain a judgment under either the 375 

common-law remedy of bad faith or this statutory remedy, but is 376 

shall not be entitled to a judgment under both remedies. This 377 
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section does shall not be construed to create a common-law cause 378 

of action. The damages recoverable pursuant to this section 379 

shall include those damages which are a reasonably foreseeable 380 

result of a specified violation of this section by the 381 

authorized insurer and may include an award or judgment in an 382 

amount that exceeds the policy limits. 383 

(12)(9) A surety issuing a payment or performance bond on 384 

the construction or maintenance of a building or roadway project 385 

is not an insurer for purposes of subsection (1). 386 

Section 4. Section 768.0427, Florida Statutes, is created 387 

to read: 388 

768.0427 Admissibility of evidence to prove medical 389 

expenses in personal injury or wrongful death actions; 390 

disclosure of letters of protection; recovery of past and future 391 

medical expenses damages.— 392 

(1) DEFINITIONS.—As used in this section, the term: 393 

(a) “Factoring company” means a person who purchases a 394 

health care provider’s accounts receivable at a discount below 395 

the invoice value of such accounts. 396 

(b) “Health care coverage” means any third-party health 397 

care or disability services financing arrangement, including, 398 

but not limited to, arrangements with entities certified or 399 

authorized under federal law or under the Florida Insurance 400 

Code; state or federal health care benefit programs; workers’ 401 

compensation; and personal injury protection. 402 

(c) “Health care provider” means any of the following 403 

professionals and entities, and professionals and entities 404 

similarly licensed in another jurisdiction: 405 

1. A provider as defined in s. 408.803. 406 
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2. A clinical laboratory providing services in this state 407 

or services to health care providers in this state, if the 408 

clinical laboratory is certified by the Centers for Medicare and 409 

Medicaid Services under the federal Clinical Laboratory 410 

Improvement Amendments and the federal rules adopted thereunder. 411 

3. A federally qualified health center as defined in 42 412 

U.S.C. s. 1396d(l)(2)(B), as that definition existed on the 413 

effective date of this act. 414 

4. A health care practitioner as defined in s. 456.001. 415 

5. A health care professional licensed under part IV of 416 

chapter 468. 417 

6. A home health aide as defined in s. 400.462. 418 

7. A provider licensed under chapter 394 or chapter 397 and 419 

its clinical and nonclinical staff providing inpatient or 420 

outpatient services. 421 

8. A continuing care facility licensed under chapter 651. 422 

9. A pharmacy permitted under chapter 465. 423 

(d) “Letter of Protection” means any arrangement by which a 424 

health care provider renders treatment in exchange for a promise 425 

of payment for the claimant’s medical expenses from any judgment 426 

or settlement of a personal injury or wrongful death action. The 427 

term includes any such arrangement, regardless of whether 428 

referred to as a letter of protection. 429 

(2) ADMISSIBLE EVIDENCE OF MEDICAL TREATMENT OR SERVICE 430 

EXPENSES.—Evidence offered to prove the amount of damages for 431 

past or future medical treatment or services in a personal 432 

injury or wrongful death action is admissible only as provided 433 

in this subsection. 434 

(a) Evidence offered to prove the amount of damages for 435 
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past medical treatment or services that have been satisfied is 436 

limited to evidence of the amount actually paid, regardless of 437 

the source of payment. 438 

(b) Evidence offered to prove the amount necessary to 439 

satisfy unpaid charges for incurred medical treatment or 440 

services is limited to evidence as provided in this paragraph. 441 

1. If the claimant has health care coverage, evidence of 442 

the amount which such health care coverage is obligated to pay 443 

the health care provider to satisfy the charges for the 444 

claimant’s incurred medical treatment or services, plus the 445 

claimant’s share of medical expenses under the insurance 446 

contract or regulation. 447 

2. If the claimant has health care coverage but obtains 448 

treatment under a letter of protection or otherwise does not 449 

submit charges for any health care provider’s medical treatment 450 

or services to health care coverage, evidence of the amount the 451 

claimant’s health care coverage would pay the health care 452 

provider to satisfy the past unpaid medical charges under the 453 

insurance contract or regulation, plus the claimant’s share of 454 

medical expenses under the insurance contract or regulation, had 455 

the claimant obtained medical services or treatment pursuant to 456 

the health care coverage. 457 

3. If the claimant does not have health care coverage, 458 

evidence of 120 percent of the Medicare reimbursement rate in 459 

effect at the time of trial for the claimant’s incurred medical 460 

treatment or services, or, if there is no applicable Medicare 461 

rate for a service, 170 percent of the applicable state Medicaid 462 

rate. 463 

4. If the claimant obtains medical treatment or services 464 
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under a letter of protection and the health care provider 465 

subsequently transfers the right to receive payment under the 466 

letter of protection to a third party, evidence of the amount 467 

the third party paid or agreed to pay the health care provider 468 

in exchange for the right to receive payment pursuant to the 469 

letter of protection. 470 

5. Any evidence disclosed under subsection (3) related to a 471 

letter of protection. 472 

(c) Evidence offered to prove the amount of damages for any 473 

future medical treatment or services the claimant will receive 474 

is limited to evidence as provided in this paragraph. 475 

1. If the claimant has health care coverage or is eligible 476 

for any health care coverage, evidence of the amount for which 477 

the future charges of health care providers could be satisfied 478 

if submitted to such health care coverage, plus the claimant’s 479 

share of medical expenses under the insurance contract or 480 

regulation. 481 

2. If the claimant does not have health care coverage, 482 

evidence of 120 percent of the Medicare reimbursement rate in 483 

effect at the time of trial for the medical treatment or 484 

services the claimant will receive, or, if there is no 485 

applicable Medicare rate for a service, 170 percent of the 486 

applicable state Medicaid rate. 487 

(d) This subsection does not impose an affirmative duty 488 

upon any party to seek a reduction in billed charges to which 489 

the party is not contractually entitled. 490 

(e) Individual contracts between providers and authorized 491 

commercial insurers or authorized health maintenance 492 

organizations are not subject to discovery or disclosure and are 493 
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not admissible into evidence. 494 

(3) LETTERS OF PROTECTION; REQUIRED DISCLOSURES.—In a 495 

personal injury or wrongful death action, as a condition 496 

precedent to asserting any claim for medical expenses for 497 

treatment rendered under a letter of protection, the claimant 498 

must disclose: 499 

(a) A copy of the letter of protection. 500 

(b) All billings for the claimant’s medical expenses, which 501 

must be itemized and, to the extent applicable, coded according 502 

to the American Medical Association’s Current Procedural 503 

Terminology (CPT), or the Healthcare Common Procedure Coding 504 

System (HCPCS), in effect for the year in which services are 505 

rendered. 506 

(c) If the health care provider sells the accounts 507 

receivable for the claimant’s medical expenses to a factoring 508 

company or other third party: 509 

1. The name of the factoring company or other third party 510 

who purchased such accounts. 511 

2. The dollar amount for which the factoring company or 512 

other third party purchased such accounts, including any 513 

discount provided below the invoice amount. 514 

(d) Whether the claimant, at the time medical treatment was 515 

rendered, had health care coverage and, if so, the identity of 516 

such coverage. 517 

(e) Whether the claimant was referred for treatment under a 518 

letter of protection and, if so, the identity of the person who 519 

made the referral. If the referral is made by the claimant’s 520 

attorney, disclosure of the referral is permitted, and evidence 521 

of such referral is admissible notwithstanding any provision 522 
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within s. 90.502. Moreover, in such situation, the financial 523 

relationship between a law firm and a medical provider, 524 

including the number of referrals, frequency, and financial 525 

benefit obtained, is relevant to the issue of the bias of a 526 

testifying medical provider. 527 

(4) DAMAGES RECOVERABLE FOR MEDICAL TREATMENT OR SERVICE 528 

EXPENSES.—The damages that may be recovered by a claimant in a 529 

personal injury or wrongful death action for the reasonable and 530 

necessary cost or value of medical care rendered may not include 531 

any amount in excess of the evidence of medical treatment and 532 

services expenses admitted pursuant to subsection (2), and also 533 

may not exceed the sum of the following: 534 

(a) Amounts actually paid by or on behalf of the claimant 535 

to a health care provider who rendered medical treatment or 536 

services; 537 

(b) Amounts necessary to satisfy charges for medical 538 

treatment or services that are due and owing but at the time of 539 

trial are not yet satisfied; and 540 

(c) Amounts necessary to provide for any reasonable and 541 

necessary medical treatment or services the claimant will 542 

receive in the future. 543 

Section 5. Section 768.0701, Florida Statutes, is created 544 

to read: 545 

768.0701 Premises liability for criminal acts of third 546 

parties.—Notwithstanding s. 768.81(4), in an action for damages 547 

against the owner, lessor, operator, or manager of commercial or 548 

real property brought by a person lawfully on the property who 549 

was injured by the criminal act of a third party, the trier of 550 

fact must consider the fault of all persons who contributed to 551 
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the injury. 552 

Section 6. Subsection (1) of section 768.79, Florida 553 

Statutes, is amended to read: 554 

768.79 Offer of judgment and demand for judgment.— 555 

(1) In any civil action for damages and in any civil action 556 

involving an insurance contract filed in the courts of this 557 

state, if a defendant files an offer of judgment which is not 558 

accepted by the plaintiff within 30 days, the defendant shall be 559 

entitled to recover reasonable costs and attorney’s fees 560 

incurred by her or him or on the defendant’s behalf pursuant to 561 

a policy of liability insurance or other contract from the date 562 

of filing of the offer if the judgment is one of no liability or 563 

the judgment obtained by the plaintiff is at least 25 percent 564 

less than such offer, and the court shall set off such costs and 565 

attorney’s fees against the award. Where such costs and 566 

attorney’s fees total more than the judgment, the court shall 567 

enter judgment for the defendant against the plaintiff for the 568 

amount of the costs and fees, less the amount of the plaintiff’s 569 

award. If a plaintiff files a demand for judgment which is not 570 

accepted by the defendant within 30 days and the plaintiff 571 

recovers a judgment in an amount at least 25 percent greater 572 

than the offer, she or he shall be entitled to recover 573 

reasonable costs and attorney’s fees incurred from the date of 574 

the filing of the demand. If rejected, neither an offer nor 575 

demand is admissible in subsequent litigation, except for 576 

pursuing the penalties of this section. 577 

Section 7. Subsection (2) of section 768.81, Florida 578 

Statutes, is amended, and subsection (6) is added to that 579 

section, to read: 580 
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768.81 Comparative fault.— 581 

(2) EFFECT OF CONTRIBUTORY FAULT.—In a negligence action, 582 

contributory fault chargeable to the claimant diminishes 583 

proportionately the amount awarded as economic and noneconomic 584 

damages for an injury attributable to the claimant’s 585 

contributory fault, but does not bar recovery, subject to 586 

subsection (6). 587 

(6) GREATER PERCENTAGE OF FAULT.—In a negligence action to 588 

which this section applies, any party found to be greater than 589 

50 percent at fault for his or her own harm may not recover any 590 

damages. This subsection does not apply to an action for damages 591 

for personal injury or wrongful death arising out of medical 592 

negligence pursuant to chapter 766. 593 

Section 8. Section 626.9373, Florida Statutes, is repealed. 594 

Section 9. Section 627.428, Florida Statutes, is repealed. 595 

Section 10. Subsection (4) of section 624.123, Florida 596 

Statutes, is amended to read: 597 

624.123 Certain international health insurance policies; 598 

exemption from code.— 599 

(4) Any international health insurance policy or 600 

application solicited, provided, entered into, issued, or 601 

delivered pursuant to this subsection is exempt from all 602 

provisions of the insurance code, except that such policy, 603 

contract, or agreement is subject to the provisions of ss. 604 

624.155, 624.316, 624.3161, 626.951, 626.9511, 626.9521, 605 

626.9541, 626.9551, 626.9561, 626.9571, 626.9581, 626.9591, 606 

626.9601, 627.413, 627.4145, 627.428, and 627.6043. 607 

Section 11. Subsection (4) of section 624.488, Florida 608 

Statutes, is amended to read: 609 
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624.488 Applicability of related laws.—In addition to other 610 

provisions of the code cited in ss. 624.460-624.488: 611 

(4) Sections 627.291, 627.413, 627.4132, 627.416, 627.418, 612 

627.420, 627.421, 627.425, 627.426, 627.4265, 627.427, 627.428, 613 

627.702, and 627.706; part XI of chapter 627; ss. 627.912, 614 

627.913, and 627.918; 615 

 616 

apply to self-insurance funds. Only those sections of the code 617 

that are expressly and specifically cited in ss. 624.460-624.489 618 

apply to self-insurance funds. 619 

Section 12. Paragraph (b) of subsection (3) of section 620 

627.062, Florida Statutes, is amended to read: 621 

627.062 Rate standards.— 622 

(3) 623 

(b) Individual risk rates and modifications to existing 624 

approved forms are not subject to this part or part II, except 625 

for paragraph (a) and ss. 627.402, 627.403, 627.4035, 627.404, 626 

627.405, 627.406, 627.407, 627.4085, 627.409, 627.4132, 627 

627.4133, 627.415, 627.416, 627.417, 627.419, 627.425, 627.426, 628 

627.4265, and 627.427, and 627.428, but are subject to all other 629 

applicable provisions of this code and rules adopted thereunder. 630 

Section 13. Section 627.401, Florida Statutes, is amended 631 

to read: 632 

627.401 Scope of this part.—No provision of this part of 633 

this chapter applies to: 634 

(1) Reinsurance. 635 

(2) Policies or contracts not issued for delivery in this 636 

state nor delivered in this state, except as otherwise provided 637 

in this code. 638 
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(3) Wet marine and transportation insurance, except ss. 639 

627.409 and, 627.420, and 627.428. 640 

(4) Title insurance, except ss. 627.406, 627.415, 627.416, 641 

627.419, and 627.427, and 627.428. 642 

(5) Credit life or credit disability insurance, except s. 643 

627.419(5) ss. 627.419(5) and 627.428. 644 

Section 14. Subsection (8) of section 627.727, Florida 645 

Statutes, is amended to read: 646 

627.727 Motor vehicle insurance; uninsured and underinsured 647 

vehicle coverage; insolvent insurer protection.— 648 

(8) The provisions of s. 627.428 do not apply to any action 649 

brought pursuant to this section against the uninsured motorist 650 

insurer unless there is a dispute over whether the policy 651 

provides coverage for an uninsured motorist proven to be liable 652 

for the accident. 653 

Section 15. Subsection (8) of section 627.736, Florida 654 

Statutes, is amended to read: 655 

627.736 Required personal injury protection benefits; 656 

exclusions; priority; claims.— 657 

(8) APPLICABILITY OF PROVISION REGULATING ATTORNEY FEES.—658 

With respect to any dispute under the provisions of ss. 627.730-659 

627.7405 between the insured and the insurer, or between an 660 

assignee of an insured’s rights and the insurer, the provisions 661 

of s. 768.79 ss. 627.428 and 768.79 apply, except as provided in 662 

subsections (10) and (15), and except that any attorney fees 663 

recovered must: 664 

(a) Comply with prevailing professional standards; 665 

(b) Not overstate or inflate the number of hours reasonably 666 

necessary for a case of comparable skill or complexity; and 667 
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(c) Represent legal services that are reasonable and 668 

necessary to achieve the result obtained. 669 

 670 

Upon request by either party, a judge must make written 671 

findings, substantiated by evidence presented at trial or any 672 

hearings associated therewith, that any award of attorney fees 673 

complies with this subsection. Notwithstanding s. 627.428, 674 

Attorney fees recovered under ss. 627.730-627.7405 must be 675 

calculated without regard to a contingency risk multiplier. 676 

Section 16. Section 627.756, Florida Statutes, is amended 677 

to read: 678 

627.756 Bonds for construction contracts; attorney fees in 679 

case of suit.— 680 

(1) Section 627.428 applies to suits brought by owners, 681 

contractors, subcontractors, laborers, and materialmen against a 682 

surety insurer under payment or performance bonds written by the 683 

insurer under the laws of this state to indemnify against 684 

pecuniary loss by breach of a building or construction contract. 685 

Owners, contractors, subcontractors, laborers, and materialmen 686 

shall be deemed to be insureds or beneficiaries for the purposes 687 

of this section. 688 

(2) A surety who issues a bid, performance, or payment bond 689 

in connection with construction activities where hazardous 690 

substances exist or are discovered is liable under ss. 376.308 691 

and 403.727 only to the extent provided in this section 692 

subsection. In case of a default, the surety is liable only for 693 

the cost of completion of the contract work in accordance with 694 

the plans and specifications, less the balance of funds 695 

remaining to be paid under the contract, up to the penal sum of 696 
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the bond. The surety is not liable on a bond to indemnify or 697 

compensate the obligee for loss or liability arising from 698 

personal injury or property damage, whether or not caused by a 699 

breach of the bonded contract. Further, a right of action does 700 

not accrue on a bond to or for the use of any person other than 701 

the obligee named in the bond. 702 

Section 17. Subsection (4) of section 628.6016, Florida 703 

Statutes, is amended to read: 704 

628.6016 Applicability of related laws.—In addition to 705 

other provisions of the code cited in ss. 628.6011-628.6018: 706 

(4) Sections 627.291, 627.413, 627.4132, 627.416, 627.418, 707 

627.420, 627.421, 627.425, 627.426, 627.4265, 627.427, 627.428, 708 

627.702, and 627.706; part XI of chapter 627; ss. 627.912, 709 

627.913, and 627.918; and 710 

 711 

apply to assessable mutual insurers; however, ss. 628.255, 712 

628.411, and 628.421 do not apply. No section of the code not 713 

expressly and specifically cited in ss. 628.6011-628.6018 714 

applies to assessable mutual insurers. The term “assessable 715 

mutual insurer” shall be substituted for the term “commercial 716 

self-insurer” as appropriate. 717 

Section 18. Section 631.70, Florida Statutes, is repealed. 718 

Section 19. Section 631.926, Florida Statutes, is repealed. 719 

Section 20. Paragraphs (a) and (j) of subsection (1) of 720 

section 475.01, Florida Statutes, are amended to read: 721 

475.01 Definitions.— 722 

(1) As used in this part: 723 

(a) “Broker” means a person who, for another, and for a 724 

compensation or valuable consideration directly or indirectly 725 
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paid or promised, expressly or impliedly, or with an intent to 726 

collect or receive a compensation or valuable consideration 727 

therefor, appraises, auctions, sells, exchanges, buys, rents, or 728 

offers, attempts or agrees to appraise, auction, or negotiate 729 

the sale, exchange, purchase, or rental of business enterprises 730 

or business opportunities or any real property or any interest 731 

in or concerning the same, including mineral rights or leases, 732 

or who advertises or holds out to the public by any oral or 733 

printed solicitation or representation that she or he is engaged 734 

in the business of appraising, auctioning, buying, selling, 735 

exchanging, leasing, or renting business enterprises or business 736 

opportunities or real property of others or interests therein, 737 

including mineral rights, or who takes any part in the procuring 738 

of sellers, purchasers, lessors, or lessees of business 739 

enterprises or business opportunities or the real property of 740 

another, or leases, or interest therein, including mineral 741 

rights, or who directs or assists in the procuring of prospects 742 

or in the negotiation or closing of any transaction which does, 743 

or is calculated to, result in a sale, exchange, or leasing 744 

thereof, and who receives, expects, or is promised any 745 

compensation or valuable consideration, directly or indirectly 746 

therefor; and all persons who advertise rental property 747 

information or lists. A broker renders a professional service 748 

and is a professional within the meaning of s. 95.11(4)(b) s. 749 

95.11(4)(a). Where the term “appraise” or “appraising” appears 750 

in the definition of the term “broker,” it specifically excludes 751 

those appraisal services which must be performed only by a 752 

state-licensed or state-certified appraiser, and those appraisal 753 

services which may be performed by a registered trainee 754 
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appraiser as defined in part II. The term “broker” also includes 755 

any person who is a general partner, officer, or director of a 756 

partnership or corporation which acts as a broker. The term 757 

“broker” also includes any person or entity who undertakes to 758 

list or sell one or more timeshare periods per year in one or 759 

more timeshare plans on behalf of any number of persons, except 760 

as provided in ss. 475.011 and 721.20. 761 

(j) “Sales associate” means a person who performs any act 762 

specified in the definition of “broker,” but who performs such 763 

act under the direction, control, or management of another 764 

person. A sales associate renders a professional service and is 765 

a professional within the meaning of s. 95.11(4)(b) s. 766 

95.11(4)(a). 767 

Section 21. Paragraph (h) of subsection (1) of section 768 

475.611, Florida Statutes, is amended to read: 769 

475.611 Definitions.— 770 

(1) As used in this part, the term: 771 

(h) “Appraiser” means any person who is a registered 772 

trainee real estate appraiser, a licensed real estate appraiser, 773 

or a certified real estate appraiser. An appraiser renders a 774 

professional service and is a professional within the meaning of 775 

s. 95.11(4)(b) s. 95.11(4)(a). 776 

Section 22. Subsection (7) of section 517.191, Florida 777 

Statutes, is amended to read: 778 

517.191 Injunction to restrain violations; civil penalties; 779 

enforcement by Attorney General.— 780 

(7) Notwithstanding s. 95.11(4)(f) s. 95.11(4)(e), an 781 

enforcement action brought under this section based on a 782 

violation of any provision of this chapter or any rule or order 783 
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issued under this chapter shall be brought within 6 years after 784 

the facts giving rise to the cause of action were discovered or 785 

should have been discovered with the exercise of due diligence, 786 

but not more than 8 years after the date such violation 787 

occurred. 788 

Section 23. Subsection (2) of section 627.441, Florida 789 

Statutes, is amended to read: 790 

627.441 Commercial general liability policies; coverage to 791 

contractors for completed operations.— 792 

(2) A liability insurer must offer coverage at an 793 

appropriate additional premium for liability arising out of 794 

current or completed operations under an owner-controlled 795 

insurance program for any period beyond the period for which the 796 

program provides liability coverage, as specified in s. 797 

255.0517(2)(b). The period of such coverage must be sufficient 798 

to protect against liability arising out of an action brought 799 

within the time limits provided in s. 95.11(3)(b) s. 800 

95.11(3)(c). 801 

Section 24. Subsection (11) of section 632.638, Florida 802 

Statutes, is amended to read: 803 

632.638 Applicability of other code provisions.—In addition 804 

to other provisions contained or referred to in this chapter, 805 

the following chapters and provisions of this code apply to 806 

fraternal benefit societies, to the extent applicable and not in 807 

conflict with the express provisions of this chapter and the 808 

reasonable implications thereof: 809 

(11) Section 627.428; 810 

Section 25. The Division of Law Revision is directed to 811 

replace the phrase “the effective date of this act” wherever it 812 
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occurs in this act with the date this act becomes a law. 813 

Section 26. Section 2 of this act shall take effect upon 814 

becoming a law and shall apply to causes of action accruing on 815 

or after the effective date of this act. The remaining sections 816 

of this act shall take effect upon becoming a law and shall 817 

apply to causes of action filed on or after that date. 818 
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sponsored by:

FloBid h?if'q;,tfuilrnleu

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. 5-001 (08110/2021)



March 7,2023

Meeting Date

Banking & lnsurance

The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
Deliver both copies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

236

Bill Number orTopic

601 968

Amendment Barcode ff aPPlicable)

850.222.9075

ashley@cccfla.com

, Reset Form

Committee

Ashley Kalifeh
Name

Address
124W. Jefferson

Phone

Email

Street

Tallahassee FL 32303

Gty State Zp

Speaking: ffiro' Against lfr lnformation OR waive speaking, El ln support -lly':nsulntt

PLEASE CHECK ONE OFTHE FOLLOW]NG:

t:

lL-l lam appearing without
compensation or sponsorshiP.

V I am a registered lobbyist,
representing:

F1 lam not a lobbyist, but received

something of value for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),

sponsored by:Coalition of Attainable Housing
Providers

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. 5-001 (08/10/2021)



March 7,2023

Meeting Date

Banking & lnsurance

The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
Deliver both copies of this form to

Senate professional staff cond ucting the meeting

236

Bill NumberorTopic

601 968

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

407.447.1780

szimmerman @ sgpmanager.com

' Re.set Form

Committee

Scott Zimmerman
Name

Address
501 N. Magnolia Ave

Phone

Email

Street

orlando FL 32801

Qtv State zip

l: l.-

speakins: l! ror. lPl ngainst ffi tnformation OR waive speaking: E ln support F,ngainst

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

V lam appearing without
compensation or sponsorship.

I am a registered lobbyist,
representing:

Im lam not a lobbyist, but received

something of value for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),

sponsored by:

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. s-001 (08/10/2021\



31712023

The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD SB 236

Deliver both copies of this form to

Senate professinnal stal'f conducting the meeting

Bill Number orTopic

604216
Amendment Barcode (if applicable-)

561-625-6260

,,,.,u,, fred@pbglaw.com

Meeting Date

Banking & lnsurance
Committee

Fred Cunningham PhoneName

Address 2401 PGA Blvd. Suite 140
Street

Palm Beach Gardens Fl- 3341 0
City State zip

Speakins: ffi ro, lffi nsainst lffi tnformatlon OR waive Speaking:
l"s
ILJ tn suRoort m Against

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. 5-001 \08/10/2021)

PLEASE CHECK ONE OFTHE FOLLOWING:

m lam appearing without
compensation or sponsorshiP.

IF:T
lL-l:

I am a registered lobbYist,
representing:

m I am not a lobbyist, but received

something ofvalue for my appearance
(travel, meals. lodging, etc.),

sponsored by:



)

03.07.23
The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD 236
Meeting Date Deliver both copies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

Bill Number orTopic

Banking and Insurance 604216
Committee Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Name Joe Kissane Phone
(e04) 672-4031

Address 4686 Sunbeam Road s,.;1 joseph.kissane@csklegal.con
Street

Jacksonville FL 32257
City State Zp

speaking: ffiror. [fl ngainst ffitnformation OR waivespeakinn' lE lnsupport fingainst

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. s-001 (08/10/2021)

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

F I am appearing without
compensation or sponsorship. lE. lam a registered lobbyist,

representing: m I am not a lobbyist, but received
something ofvalue for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),
sponsored by:Florida Justice Reform lnstitute



DUPLICATE

2
N4eeting Date

The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD 73b
Bill Number orTopic

,)sJ--
Deliver both copies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

Phon

Email

Zip

Amendment (if applicable)

qgl -t,lame

Address /^
Strcet

"/KState

speakins: [p r"' E onu,nu [[ tnformation OR waive speaking: lE ,n support ffi ngainst

B I am appearing without
compensation or sponsorshiP.

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

ll I lamaregisteredlobbYist,
IU
' - representtng:

F-, I am not a lobbyist, but received

something ofvalue for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),

sponsored by:

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. 5-001 (08/10/2021)



37112023

The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD 236

Deliver both coPies of this form to
Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

DUPLICATE

Bill Number orTopic

938524
Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

407-217-5831
Phone

Email
jessica.sch mor@alleg iantexpe rts.com

Banking and lnsurance
Cornmittee

Jessica Schmor
Name

Address 6526 Old Brick Rd, Suite 120-257
Street

Windermere FL
au <tnto

Meeting Date

34786
Zp

ffiro'. lffi lnformation OR waive speaking, ffi ln Support ffi Against
Speaking:

f:!
lh/11L*i Against

PLEASE CHECKONE OFTHE FOLLOWING:

I am appearing without
compensation or sPonsorshiP.

ffi I am a registered lobbYist,
representing:

tffi I am not a lobbYist. but received

something of valuefor my appearance
(travel. meals, lodging, etc.),

sponsored by:Associated lndustries of Florida

This form is part of the public record for this meeting' 5-001 (08/10/2021)



3'7- Lj
The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD SB LBe
Bill Number orTopic

Meeting Date Deliver both coPies of this form to
Senate professional staff conducting the meeting 9, ?*5 zA{1

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Name ,(oCfl/O .4r'.>, qil 7t-r.azrzPhone

EmailAddress 9trt ,?b4 [7, u
Street

rb. ,Z .t/ znl
City State zip

Speaking: ** f] ngainst I tnformation OR WaiveSpeaking: I tnSupport ! Against

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

x lam appearing without
compensation or sponsorshiP.

lam a registered lobbyist,
representing:

I am not a lobbyist, but received

something of value for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),

sponsored by:

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. 5-0ol foJtlOtzoztl



03.07.23
Meeting Date

Banking and lnsurance
Committee

Frank Pierce

The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
Deliver both copies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

Phone

93,Tszq
Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

407-540-9170

DUPLICATE

236
Bill Number orTopic

Name

Address 201 South Orange Avenue Ste 400 Emair FPierce@insurancedefense.n
Street

Orlando FL 32801
dty State Zip

Speaking: ffi rot ffingainst tnformation OR waivespeakinn, El Insupport lflngainst

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

lam appearing without
compensation or sponsorship. E I am a registered lobbyist,

representing: tn I am not a lobbyist, but received
something of value for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),
sponsored by:

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. 5-001 (08/10/2021)



i,'-? -2.<
The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD SB 23b
Bill Number orTopic

t
Meeting Date

Committee

Deliver both copies of this form to
Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

Phone

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

q39 :"-Lf

Name

Address s Email l
Street

City State Zip

Speaking: ! ror I Agatnst ! tnformation OR Waive Speaking: p tn Support ! Against

m
lam appearing without
compensation or sponsorship.

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

l-l lam a registered lobbyist,
U

represenllng:
I am not a lobbyist, but received

something ofvalue for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),

sponsored by:

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. s-001 (08/10/2o2't)



Tne Fuonlol Sel.tlre

APPEARANGE REGORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting) 5b z3L7\ z;

Bill Number (if aPPlicable)

13K;z/
Topic

Name

Job Title

Address

t"€/ C

Ylo

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Sc(
4cf

or l-l ngainst E

{1

(-

f Phone

Ema

& t3. / lg,SSgl
€;c;oLr,

Sfreef

/, 3 t tter( etr|

Speaking

Representing

Sfate

lnformation

4 L4

Waive Speaking:
(The Chair will read

cw Zp

N ln Support l-l Against
this information into the record.)

Appearing at request of Chair: Yes o Lobbyist registered with Legislature: Yes No

White it rs a Senafe tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this

meeting. Those who do speak may be isiea b fimit their-remarks so that as many persons as possrb/e can be heard-

This form is part of the pubtic record for this meeting. s-001 (10/14114)

s

r4cl'o



The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
Deliver both copies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meeting 168
Amendment

Phon .r
C'-J

73b
It4eeting Date

Committee

Bill Number orTopic

(if applicable)

Name I

Address 5 €'to Email tA
Slreet

o aa
State Zip

Speaking: lff'o, Agatnst [F tnformation OR waive speaking: I tn support

ft J

[T Rsainst

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

K I am appearing without
compensation or sponsorship. tr I am a registered lobbyist,

representing:
I am not a lobbyist, but received
something of value for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),
sponsored by:

s part of the public record for this meeting. 5_001 (08/10/2021)



3-7 *I\
Meeting Date

bo.,nh\^"r " )^5n.^*t
Cotr.rlnittee

The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
Deliver both copies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

Bill Number orTopic

qls s
Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

\
Phone 9 6z 157 \crtName

Address t\A Email

Street

(
Stote

%8
ZipCity

Speaking: I ror I Against I tnformation OR WaiveSpeaking: Stnsupport ! Against

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

lam appearing without
compensation or sponsorship.

I am a registered lobbyist,
representing:

I am not a lobbyist, but received

something of value for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),

sponsored by:

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. 5-001 (08/10/2021)



Meeting Date

TNE FIONIOA SENATE

APPEARANGE REGORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting) 2s6

Bill Number (if aPPlicable)

qS .{
Amendment Barcode (if aPPlicable)

Phone 3J z 2L7 )l&r
r I

r€ @

D <__s

D

FI ?VZSZ- Email

Topic

Name

Job Title

Address

It soJta
cw

Speaking For

Sfafe

l--l Against E lnformation

Zp

Waive Speaking E tn Support I
. eorn

Against
(The Chair witt read this information into the record.)

Representing €;ii";l--t
Appearing at request of Chair: Yes [fNo Lobbyist registered with Legislature Yes fto
While itis a Senafe tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this

meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to timit their remarks so that as many persons as possib/e can be heard.

This form is part of the pubtic record for this meeting. s-001 (10/14114)



blllra
The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD # azg
J Mee{ing Date

t
? lPf&^L

Bill Number orTopic

&^
Deliver both copies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

,.

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

9sxszq

{a+- YVr-l
Name

Address

A

1775 (lJ8a '-L )-/er W
Phone

Email

Street

tn &0,
Coy*

O -w 74t7
City Stote Zp

Speaking: {,", I Against ! lnformation OR Waive Speaking: I tn Support ! Against

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

lam appearing without
compensation or sponsorship.

I am a registered lobbyist,
representing:

lam not a lobbyist but received

something of value for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),

sponsored by:

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. 5-001 (08/10/2021)



The Florida Senate

Tuesday, March 7,2023 APPEARANCE RECORD
Meeting Date Bill Number orTopic

Banking and lnsurance
Deliver both copies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meeting 938524

Phone

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

850-597-1355

Email kd ri g g ers @d ri g ge rs- law. com

Committee

Name
Kimberly Driggers

Address 1009 SE gth Street
Strcet

Fort Lauderdale, FL 3331 6
City State Zip

Speaking: For m[Eionu'nu lnformation OR Waive Speaking: ln Support Against

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

lam appearing without
compensation or sPonsorshiP.

I am a registered lobbyist,
representing:

m I am not a lobbyist but received
something of value for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),

sponsored by:Florida Chiropractic Association

This form is part ofthe public record for this meeting. 5-001 (Ogl10/2021l,



The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
Deliver both copies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

Phone

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

7
Meeting Date Bill Number orTopic

?*:t 17frq2-Ll
Committee

Name CL(\ 37 t- 5?q- SVo/

Address 152 CtQ-

tu lLq<5
Mrtuh@w1Email

Street

d
ary State zip

Speaking: S, for ! Against I lnformation OR Waive Speaking: I ln Support ! Against

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

am appearing without lam a registered lobbyist,
representing:

I am not a lobbyist, but received

something of value for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),

sponsored by:

or sponsorship.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. 5-001 (08/10/2021)



? -1- AE
The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
Deliver both copies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

Phone

Emai

Bill ber orTopic

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)
Be n

Street

-CrC
e.>

Meeting Date

Committee

7$Iv -tl,tr--7U tq
Name

Address

State Zip

! lnformation OR WaiveSpeaking: ! tnSupport
@n'',.Speaking: tr ro,,,Engul"rt St

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

lam appearing without
compensation or sponsorship.

lam a registered lobbyist, I am not a lobbyist, but received
something of value for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),
sponsored by:

n9:

fl ffi

This foim is part of the public record for this meeting. S-OOI (08/10/2021)



,r?- 7 "2s
The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD s'B uA
Meeting Date

Committee

Bill Number orTopic
Deliver both copies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meeting 4ty 5 2,/
Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

)tn Q6,Ju Phone

Email

(rl 07) g6Z-tyz;

riw@ brrrsa*JqorJ orl'*' cau'l

Name

Address rnb
Street

reala 21 6{
ZipCity State

Speaking: I for ! Against I tnformation OR waive speaking: /r rrooon ! Against

ry
lam appearing without
compensation or sponsorship.

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

! t am a registered lobbyist,
representlng:

I am not a lobbyist, but received
something of value for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),
sponsored by:

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. 5-001 (08/10/2021)



Tne Flontol Setare

APPEARANGE REGORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Meeting Date

r'7

BiII (if

Amendment Barcode (ifTopic

Name

Job Title

Address

Speaking

O&

l-l Asainst f]

e

phone Qf

Email
City Sfafe

lnformation Waive Speaking:
(The Chair will read

l-l Against
the record.)

Zp

Sro'
Representing

Appearing at request of Chair: Yes No Lobbyist registered with Legislature Yes F*"
White itis a Senafe tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this

meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to timit their remarks so that as many persons as possib/e can be heard.

This form is part of the pubtic record for this meeting. s-001 (10/14114)



THE FLORIDA SENATE

APPEARANGE REGORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

AA,es+CAc e o-1ct Cle 9

Autteu &se
Ph rl

Address S 8e 5,g.' ?a a,,< Phone 3Of _q.0 t_0 I 6/

Sfreef

$-v- f,oe> sts&3&
Bill Number (if applicable)gzzsrtl

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

3)O t O Emaitaa ,rer$ € 'lqil-co*,

Meeting Date

Topic

Name

Job Title

l-/ iq tao"h trL €l.; Fr

City

Speaking ffi ror l-l Asainst E Waive Speaking: E rn Support l-l Against
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Sfafe

lnformation

Zp

Representing t or

Appearing at request of Chair: ves ffiNo Lobbyist registered with Legislature: ves E ruo

White itis a Senafe tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this

meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to timit their remarks so that as many persons as possrb/e can be heard.

This form is paft of the public record for this meeting. 5-001 (10/14114)



i^7- 13
The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
Deliver both copies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

5B 73e.
Meeting Date

Committee

Bill Number orTopic

9a; se{
Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Name Pele l[..-,"* Phone 56t- 725 - 36//

Address 15O 3. A Sr; / )6 Emait

a?4 ol

A,oe 40F^
Street

\,JP6 Ft
City State Zip

Speaking: f] ror ! Against I tnformation OR waivespeaking, fi lnsupport ! Against

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

M lam appearing without
compensation or sponsorship,

lam a registered lobbyist,
representing:

I am not a lobbyist, but received
something ofvalue for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),

sponsored by:

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. 5-001 (08/10/2021)



THE FLORIDA SENATE

APPEARANGE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Krrc.n-- f/hnrc<l

l\r

Sfafe

lnformation

s{ a36
3 h\"

Meeting Date Number (if

Amendment Barcode (if apPlicable)Topic

Name
(tschAco O(Lucr{&L h 0

ttrquo
l\lN /w( phone 7ol -1ll-Vfv/

Cmr(|{z/-- rL Emair PGO(.,ct{gte 6f,1 ffi-(o4
Zip

Speaking: ffiror l-l Against E Waive Speaking: .Mnsupport Against
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Representing flt1 qArrtuEJ

Job Title

Address 3
Sfreef

City

Appearing at request of Chair: Yes No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: Yes No

White itis a Senafe tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to timit their remarks so that as many persons as posslb/e can be heard.

i
This form is paft of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14114)



Name

Address

+

Street

au

Date

Committee

The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD 5
Deliver both coPies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

Phone

Email

Zip

B|II N orTopic

Amendment (if applicable)

OR waive Speaking: ! tn Support I Against

State

sneatino,Fror ! Against ! lnformation

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

[,::ru:::.1',*'J 
illll. ,, n, o

I am a registered lobbyist,
representing:

I am not a lobbyist but received

something of value for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),

sponsored by:

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. 5-001 (08/10/2021)



371t2023
The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
Deliver both copies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meetingBanking and lnsurance
Committee

Name
Jessica Schmor

Address 6526 Old Brick Rd, Suite 120-257
Street

Windermere FL
City State

Speaking For Against m

236
Meeting Date Bill Nurnber orTopic

938524

Phone

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

407-217-5831

Email
jessica.sch mor@al leg iantexperts. com

34786
Zp

lnformation OR Waive Speaking: ln Support ll llAoainst
tli#-,,1

PLEASE CHECK ONE OFTHE FOLLOWING:

lam appearing without
compensation or sponsorshiP.

ffi lam a registered lobbyist,
representing;

ffil I am not a lobbyist, but received

something ofvalue for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),

sponsored by:Associated lndustries of Florida

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. 5-001 108110/2021)



03.07.23
The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD 236
Deliver both copies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

Bill Number orTopic

938524
Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

303-6562199

I m ickus@efstrial law. com

Banking and lnsurance
Committee

Name
Lee Miskus

Address 3900 E Mexico Avenue, Ste 1300
Street

Denver co
City State

Meeting Date

Phone

Email

80210
Zip

speakins: ffiror. lE] ngatnst [[ tnformation OR waivespeakins: E lnsupport E'ngainst

lam appearing without
compensation or sPonsorshiP.

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

llgzl t am a registered lobbyist,

'- representing:

American Tort Reform Association

F' I am not a lobbyist, but received
something of value for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),

sponsored by:

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. 5-001 (08/10/2021)



03.07.23
Meeting Date

Banking and lnsurance
Committee

Frank Pierce

The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
Deliver both copies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

Phone

Bill Number orTooic

Q'3.,P szv
236

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

407-540-9170
Name

Address 201 South Orange Avenue Ste 400 Emair FPierce@insurancedefense.n
Street

Orlando FL 32801
City Stdte Zip

speakins: l['ror. Fonu'nn lfi tnformation OR waivespeakinn, ltr lnsupport lflnsainst

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

lam appearing without
compensation or sponsorship. tn lam a registered lobbyist

representing: tr I am not a lobbyist, but received
something ofvalue for my appearance
(travel. meals, lodging, etc.),

sponsored by:

This form is part of the public record forthis meeting. 5-001 (08/10/2021)



The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD J
Deliver both copies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

tr
Phone

Bill Number orTopicMeeting

Name L
(if applicable)Committee

OL 04uct/.q-N 0

Address f\fi.J Email Kort ,.ct(c(
Street k^[

Zip

! Against ! lnformation OR Waive Speaking: ! Jn Support I Against

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. 5-001 (08/10/2021)

State

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

! t am a registered lobbyist,
representrng:

I am not a lobbyist, but received

something ofvalue for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),

sponsored by:

lam appearing without
compensation or sponsorshiP.



The Florida Senate

a^l ^93 APPEARANCE RECORD
Meeting Date Deliver both copies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

Committee

Name Phone

Address
tt

3 Email

City State

Speaking:

Bill Number

*( 5V^5
(if

a

Zip

V", ! Against ! lnformation OR waive Speaking: I tn Support ! Against

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

D(Jurn 
"oo"aring 

without* corp"nsation or sponsorship.

lam a registered lobbyist,
representing:

I am not a lobbyist, but received

something ofvalue for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),

sponsored by:

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. 5-001 (08/10/2021)



Banking & lnsurance

The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
Deliver both copies of this form to

5enate professional staff conducting the meeting 938524

Phone

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

850-602-7 400

u*u,, klabertew@rubenstei nlaw.com

'Ylt4 ln Support m Against

DUPI,ICATE

317t2023 SB 236
Meeting Date Bill Number or Topic

Committee

Karl Labertew
Name

Address 7169 Early Gold St.
Streer

Winter Garden FL 34787
City State Zip

Speaking: m For m Against m lnformation OR waive Speaking:

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

lam appearing without
compensation or sponsorship. w I am a registered lobbyist,

representing: lffi I am not a lobbyist, but received
something ofvalue for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),.
sponsored by:

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. s-001 (a8/10/2021)



c

03.07.23
The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD 236
Deliver both copies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meetlng 938524

DUPLICATE

Bill Number orTopic

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

303-6562199

Banking and lnsurance
Committee

Name Lee Miskus

Address 3900 E. Mexico.Avenue, Ste 1300
Street

Denver co
ary State

Meeting Date

(

Phone

Emair lmickus@efstriallaw.com

80210
Zip

speakins: ffi rot ffi nsainst [fi lnformation OR waive speakins: ln tn support ffl asainst

lam appearing without
compensation or sponsorship.

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

lfil tam a resistered lobbyis!
' representtng: E I am not a lobbyisq but received

something ofvalue for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),
sponsored by:American Tort Reform Association

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. 
5_001 (OB/10/2O21)



3-1- )3 The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
Deliver both copies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meetinq

?("Meeting Date

+
Committee

Bill Number orTopic

D t
I {3 )"\ n-L h,/ea I

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Name
Phone

Address tl aS P^lrr, Email

33 bq?
Zip

PLEASE CHECK ONE OFTHE FOLLOWING:

F I am a registered lobbyist,
representing:

The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
Deliver both copies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

r
Street

lam appearing without
compensation or sponsorship.

03.07.23

Ciry State

speakins: iD r"'2fton . IF=ainst jl-] lnformarion OR waivespeaking' ffi rnsupport ffiRgainst

1l.]ypersonsasposstblecanbeheard'lfyouhaveqttestionsaboutregisterin9tolibbypleaseseeFla'Stat'5tt.0<sanjJointRUletW

:art of the public record for this meeting.

I am not a lobbyist, but received
something of val ue for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),
sponsored by:

s-001 (08/10/2021)

Meeting Date

Banking and lnsurance

236
Bill Number orTopic

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Phone
(386)-734-6447

Emait sstevens@boulevardtire.com

Committee

Steve Stevens
Name

Address 816 S Woodland Blvd
Street

DeLand FL 32720
City Zip

speaking: lfl ror ffingainst ffitnformation OR waivespeakins: ln tnsupport lEngainst

Stote

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

lam appearing without
compensation or sponsorship. ln I am a registered lobbyist,

representing: F- I am not a lobbyist, but received
something ofvalue for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),
sponsored by:

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. s-001 (08/10/2021)



77 . 7st 2X,
The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
Deliver both copies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

Phone

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

73
Meeting Date Bill Number or Topic

+
Committee

Name

Address a

C'ty

\

sbte

S
Zip

Speaking: For Against lfr lnformation OR waive speaking: i[: rn Support ffi egainst

I am appearing without
compensation or sponsorship.

Banking and lnsurance
Committee

Name Mark Beasley

PLEASE CHECK ONE OFTHE FOLLOWING:

tr I am a registered lobbyist,
representing:

Deliver both copies ofthis form to
Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

I am not a lobbyist, but received
something of value for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),
sponsored by:

F

oart of the public record for this meeting. s-oo1 (08/10/2021)

03.07.23
The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD 236
Meeting Date

Bill Number orTopic

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

61 8-709 -6324

Address 5800 Winn Way

Phone

Email
Street

The Villages FL 32163
City Zip

speaking: lfl rot Engainst ffitnformation OR waivespeakins: lnrnsupport ffingainst

State

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

W lf,m appearing without
compensation or sponsorship. tn I am a registered lobbyist,

representing: F I am not a lobbyist but received
something ofvalue for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),
sponsored by:

This form is part of the public record forthis meeting.
5-001 (08/10/2021)



The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
Deliver both copies ol this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

5r Phone

Arrendrnent Barcode (if applicablc,)

73u
Nleeting Date Bill Number or Topic

E+T-
C

Name Ar

Address

II/ A 3zl- 4zr ' 3*/{
e

KoxkJqe- trL

/e
3ZqE

L akoo , eEmail
Street

City Zip

ff onu'n" ! lnformation OR waive Speaking' n tn Support P ngatnst

State

Speaking: ! ror

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

lam appearing without
compensation or sponsorship.

tr I am a registered lobbyist,
representing:

d

tr- I am not a lobbyist, but received
something of value for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),
sponsored by:

1
The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD 23c-
Meeting Date Deliver both copies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

Bill Nurlber or Topic

Committee Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

PhoneName

Address L e,"uir /il$\i"l I ( cn'ntul .cD.y1

C,ty State

z-
Zip

! lnformation OR waive speaking: iI tn support ! Against
: :-z

speaking: iI tor ffi ngai"st

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:
_L
lf\r u. appearing without
[- compensation or sponsorship.

I am a registered lobbyist,
representing:

I am not a lobbyist, but received
something ofvalue for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),

sponsored by:

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. s-001 (o8/10/2021)



03.07.23
Meeting Date

Banking and lnsurance
Committee

John Pittman

The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD 236
Deliver both copies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

Bill Number orTopic

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

407-929-0138
Name Phone

EmailAddress 1998 Cerny Court
Street

The Villages FL 32163
City State Zip

-Speaking: lM ror. E nqainst ffi' tnformation OR waive Speakinn, lE ln support lfl ngainst

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

I am appearing without
compensation or sponsorshiP.

tn I am a registered lobbyist,
representing:

E I am not a lobbyist, but received

something of value for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging. etc.),

sponsored by:

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. s-001 (o8/1o/2o21',)

3n/23
Meeting Date

Banking and lnsurance
Committee

The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
Deliver both copies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

S8236
Bill Number orTopic

Name
Logan Padgett

Phone

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

85038631 31

Email lpadgett@jamesmadison.orgAddress 100 N Duval Street
Street

Tallahassee FL 32301
City Zp

speaking: @ror Elnqainst l[ tnformatlon OR waivespeaking: -ln Support lll nguinrt

State

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

V lam appearing without
coppensation or sponsorship. ttr lam a registered lobbyist,

representing: tr I am not a lobbyist, but received
something ofvalue for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),
sponsored by:

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. s-001 (o8/10/2021)



3t7 t2023
Meeting Date

Banking & lnsurance

The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
Deliver both copie-r of this fonn to

Senale prcfessional stal'f conducting thc mftlting

SB 236
Bill Nirrnber orTopic

Amendrnent 13ar<-ode (if applicable)

305-358-6644

grn.', sc?in@stfblaw.com

C.ommittee

Stephen Cain PhoneName

Address 1 SE #rd Ave., Suite 3000
Street

Miami FL 331 31
Ctty Zip

ry
ll/l Aqainst ffi ,nfor.ru,'on OR waivespeaking: ln Support lH ogu'nu

State

Speaking: m For

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

lam appearing without
compensation or sponsorship. m I am a registered lobbyist,

representing: n. I am not a lobbyist, but received

something of value for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),
sponsored by:

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. s-001 (08/10/2021\

The Florida Senate

9l+lzz APPEARANCE RECORD L5G
I rt4eetinc Date Bill Number orTopicDeliver both copies of th s form 10

Senate professional slaf{ concjucting the meeting

Committee Amendrnent Barcode (if applicable)

JncK T. C>oK Phone 4o1-1t).-.!.5.'oName

Address l'1 Q Cruaa ft>.e{l- Emait 'lr,ooy€s'Q(JiPo a 6--rto, l'ro,1
UStreet

O(M*AD kqU fL szt 7/
C'ty Zip

speakins: i[ ro, ffionu,nu Information OR WaiveSpeaking, In tn Support f[ Rqainst

State

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

,F lam;ilpearing without
compensation or sponsorship.

I am a registered lobbyist,
representing: m I am not a lobbyist, but received

something ofvalue for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),
sponsored by:

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. s-001 (08/1o/2021J



March 7,2023
The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
Deliver both copies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

SB 236
Bill Number orTopic

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

303-656-2199

Banking and Insurance
Committee

Name
Lee Mickus

Address 3900 E. Mexico Avenue, Ste. 1300
Street

Denver co 8021 0
Stote

Meeting Date

c

Phone

Email

aty Zip

speakins: ffiror ffinsainst lfitnformation OR waivespeakins: lfitnsupport ffinsainst

ttr I am appearing without
compensation or sponsorship.

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

ffi I ur a registered lobbyist,' representrnq:

American Tort Reform Association

F' I am not a lobbyist, but received
something ofvalue for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),
sponsored by:

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. s-001 (08/10/2021\

03.06.23
The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD 236
Meeting Date Bill Number orTopic

Bankin and Insurance
Deliver both copies of this form to

Senate professional staff conductjng the meeting

Committee Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Phone
(904) 672-4031

,n.'.,1 joseph.kissane @csklegal.con

Joe KissaneName

Address 4686 Sunbeam Road
Street

Jacksonville
atv Zip

Speaking: lfl ror ffi ngainst ffi' tnformation OR waive Speaking:
l:

ln Support ll_l Against

State

lam appearing without
compensation or sponsorship.

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

ffi l.r a registered lobbyist,
' representrng:

Florida Justice Reform lnstitute

F I am not a lobbyist, but received
something ofvalue for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),
sponsored by:

This form is part ofthe public record forthis meeting. S_OO1 (OB/1O/2021)



3t7 t2023
Meeting Date

Banking & lnsurance

The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
Deliver both copies of this fonn to

Se,'nate proft:ssir:nal staff conducting thc meetinq

SB 236
Sill NurnLrer or-lopic

Anrendment Barr:ode (ii' applicable)

561-625-6260

,n.'u,, fred@pbglaw.com

(ommittee

Fred Cunningham PhoneName

Address 2401 PGA Blvd. Suite 140
Street

Palm Beach Gardens FL 3341 0
C.ity Stdta Zip

r: r=. $::i
speaking: ffi ror, Ll on.,nr, |Ll lntormation OR waive speaking' |f]- 

I ln support
rg
lly'l Aoainst

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

lam appearing without
compensation or sponsorshiP.

l'-

ILt, I am a registered lobbyist,
representing:

ffi I am not a lobbyist, but received

something of value for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),

sponsored by:

This forrr ," r for this meeting. 5-001 t08l1O/2O21\

317 t23
Meeting Date

Banking and lnsurance
Committee

Tom Wheeler

The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
Deliver both copies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

SB 236
Bill NumberorTopic

Name Phone

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

850-339-1269

Emait customdetai lingtally@gmai l.comAddress 305 Deer Run
Street

Monticello Florida 32344
ary State Zip

Speaking: 6 [F onu,nu [f tnformation oR waive speaki nn, W(rupport lf, nsainst

lffiamappearing withoutr- compensation or sponsorship.

PLEASE CHECK ONE OFTHE FOLLOWING:

E I am a registered lobbyist,
representing: m I am not a lobbyist, but received

something ofvalue for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc),
sponsored by:

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. s-001 (08/10/2021\



317123
Meeting Date

Banking and lnsurance

Name

Committee

Tom Gaitens

Address 7654 Nottinghill Sky Dr
Strcet

Apollo Beach Florida 33572
oty State

The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD SB 236

Deliver both copies of this form to
Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

Bill Number orTopic

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

941-725-4450

,.u,, tgaitens@cala.com

c

Phone

Zip

Speakins: [!- ror [i ngainst ffi tnformation OR waive speakins: In tn support lf, ngainst

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

m I am appearing without
compensation or sponsorship. E I am a registered lobbyist,

representing:
IMI_I.r not a lobbyist, but received
'/ something ot value for my appearance

(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),
sponsored by:

C a r_rr

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. s-001 (08/10/2021\

03t07t23
Meeting Date

Banking & lnsurance

The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
Deliver both copies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

236
Bill Number orTopic

Committee Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Name
Kelly Mallette

Phone
(850) 224-3427

Address 104 West Jefferson Street Email kelly@rlbookpa.com
Street

Tallahassee FL 32301
Crty Zip

Speaking: fi-ror lflnsainst lf] tnformation OR waivespeakins: lfl tnsupport ffinsainst

State

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

lam appearing without
compensation or sponsorship. V I am a registered lobbyist,

representing: tr. I am not a lobbyist, but received
something of value for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),
sponsored by:Florida Apartment Association

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. s-001 (o8/10/2021)



J
Committee

).

The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD 9sL
Deliver both copies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

Bill Number orTopic

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Phone
(1 - c4 t'l-a.- O-Z-O

Email
L

zip

Name

Address Z
Strcet

oty

Speaking: I for ffin:,st ! lnformation OR Waive Speaking: ! tn Support ! Against

am appearing without

PLEASE CHECK ONE OFTHE FOLLOWING:

I t am a registered lobbYist,
representlng:

I am not a lobbyist but received

something of value for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),

sponsored by:

compensation or sponsorshiP.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. 5-001 (08/10/2021)



1
The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD 23L
Date

Bill Number orTopic
Deliver both copies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

Committee

Phone l vLc

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

1t-( trL/ f
p/rbah',"a0fil .^

C*trlName

Address Lbdh trts t,,() Email

Street

W,ll,nlln n- 3q?n{
oty Stote Zip

Speaking: I for ffngainst I lnformation OR Waive Speaking: ! tn Support f] Against

sponsorship.or

PLEASE CHECKONE OFTHE FOLLOWING:

m appearing without lam not a lobbyist, but received

something ofvalue for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),

sponsored by:

lam a registered lobbyist
representing:

[1tw

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. 5-001 (08/10/2021\



9-7-2> The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD 9 (-

Deliver both coPies of this form to
Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

orTopic
Meeting Date

Committee Amendment Ba (if applicable)

t5-sName

Address

\ s Phone 3o {VOr dt6

s}-' ss & ,(.n* Email Qr1 J ft
Street

4.uU.h F. 9y\d
ZipCity Stote

Speaking: For I Against ! lnformatton OR WaiveSpeaking: ! tnSupport ! Against

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-00 1 (08/10/2021)

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

! t am a registered lobbYist,

representln9:
am appearing without

or sponsorship.

I am not a lobbyist, but received

something ofvalue for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),

sponsored by:



Z3
The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
Deliver both copies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

Phone

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

E ze{
Bill Number orToPic

Meeting Date

Committee

tf
Name

Address

fit, G,bun ?sZ- 7)f-

4)/ R//o C* +R zJ
u-l?/1 '

'.r/orn 
@,, 

Lan6':- a c.Jc "/4Email

Street

9*i' FL 3y772
ZipCity State

Speaking: I ror ! Against ! lnformation OR Waive Speaking: K,"support I Against

PLEASE CHECK ONE OFTHE FOLLOWING:

lam appearing without
compensation or sponsorshiP.

I am a registered lobbYist,

representing:
tr I am not a lobbyist, but received

something ofvalue for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),

sponsored by:

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. 5-001 (08/10/2021)



Tne Ftoruoa Sennrs

APPEARA'\IGE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Date

4c r
C >lo

Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)Topic

Name

/l -l) Qpw(tlr s

Job Title

Address' Phone K7; - fr,tv .)A97)

Email

sp.^rins::@to

zip

Against lnformation Waive Speaking: W^support Against
record.)(The Chair will read this information into the

Representing t
Appearing at request of Chair: Yes No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: Yes No

While itis a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit a!! persons wishing to speakto be heard at this

meeting.Ihose who do speak may be isiea b ilmit their remarks so fhaf as many persons as possib/e can be heard.

This form is part of the pubtic record for this meeting. s-001 (10/14114)

r

d



31712023

Banking & lnsurance

The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD 236

Deliver both coPies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

q4g rurlrcnru

Bill Number orToPic

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

850-999-4100

Meeting Date

Commlttee

Kelly Smith

106 E College Ave, Suite 1200

Phone

Email KKSmith@deanmead.com

Name

Address
Strcet

Tallahassee FL 32301
City State Zip

Speaking: ! rot F ngainst fi rnformation OR Waive Speaki nn V ln Support lE onu'nu

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

lE I am appearing without
compensation or sPonsorshiP'

V I am a registered lobbYist,

representing:
Itr I am not a lobbYist, but received

something of value for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),

sponsored by:Florida Association of RV Parks
and Campgrounds, lnc.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting' s-001 (o8l1O/2O21\



Meeting

Committee

The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD 3&
Deliver both coPies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

Bill Number orTopic

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

5"Name

Address

Phone

Email

Stteet

It: _x- Cr-
City State zip

Speaking: ! for I Against I lnformation OR Waive Speaking ln Support I Against

TL (

ONE OFTHE FOLLOWING:PLEASE

I am not a lobbyist, but received

something ofvalue for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),

sponsored by:

lam appearing without
compensation or sPonsorshiP.

I am a registered lobbYist,

representing:

White it is a trodition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speakto be heard at this hearing'Those who

that as many persons as possibie can be heard. lf you have questions about registering to lobby please see Fta. Stat. 91 I '045 and Joint Rule I '

do speak moy be osked to limit thei remarks so

20 20- 2 0 22 J o i nt R u I es.odf fl se n at e g ov )

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. s-001 (08/10/2021)



f'lo,rh 7 r zoz!
Meeting Date

&-Lhl e,\J ans.rr'ont<
UCommittee

Name

The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD 236
Deliver both copies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

Bill Number orTopic

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Address IOB S M onro€ S+-

t\
-f,e.^r Phone 30s -7 zo -1011

Email r{e i I 4, {n (J-o6

?2.<al
Zip

€e

tvl

Street

fltlahqsCe& (t-
City State

Speaking: I ror I Against I lnformation OR WaiveSpeaking: 
K.'.Support I 

ngalnst

lam appearing without
compensation or sponsorshiP.

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

[M tam a registered lobbyis!
- 'representlng:

lam not a lobbyis! but received

something ofvalue for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),

sponsored by:
U.S. Chmhr Tnrs+i+ute Qov L.c5^\ Qe(or'"l

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. s-ooi (08/10/2021)



The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
Deliver both coPies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

Phone

Email

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

23b
Date Bill Number orToPic

Name LI
Address

5trcet

City

L ts0 Kbt-i D5D

(Lt,

3;
State Zip

Speaking: I ro, I Against ! lnformation OR Waive Speaking fl,n rrooon I nsainst

PLEASE CHECK ONE OFTHE FOLLOWING:

I am appearing without
compensation or sponsorshiP. F f ;"*:iste.red 

robbYist'

vta {r0 ft-rf/vtctt

I am not a lobbyist, but received

something of value for my appearance

Na frssr;ffilry*'

This form is part of the public record forthis meeting. 5-001 (08/10/2021)



s Ir lae
Meeting Date

$]envi z \v'rslcrr-,-

The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD ;t3 a3v
Deliver both copies ofthis form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

Bill Number orTopic

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Phone
52[ -t]so

S't- Email c- SDn@ ?\ct6eme(
c.ofPl

?v 3e3ot
State Zip

Committee

Name Ccovot

Address \3q
Street

o

S

City

Speaking: ! ror I ngainst I tnformatton OR WaiveSpeaking: ffisupport ! ngainst

PLEASE CHECK ONE OFTHE FOLLOWING:

lam appearing without
compensation or sponsorshiP. F lam a registered lobbyist.

representing:

I am not a lobbyist, but received

something ofvalue for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),

sponsored by:P-g"OtfuP! *
ffiQlfLa-

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. 5-001 (08/10/202'l)



March 7,2023

Meeting Date

Banking & lnsurance

The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
Deliver both copies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

236

Bill NumberorToPic

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

850.222.9075

ashley@cccfla.com

Reset Form

Committee

Ashley Kalifeh
Name

Address
124W. Jefferson

Phone

Email

Street

Tallahassee FL 32303

City State Zip

Speaking: E ror
l":

lL--l Against tnformation OR waiveSpeaking: iZ,nsupport ! Against

lam appearing without
compensation or sponsorshiP.

PLEASE CHECK ONE OFTHE FOLLOWING:

-llgl tam a registered lobbYist,
' representlng:

Coalition of Attainable Housing
Providers

ttr I am not a lobbyist, but received

something of value for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),

sponsored by:

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. 5-001 (08/10/2021)



The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
Deliver both coPies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

Bill orTopic
Meeting

Amen Barcode
Committee Z3

Name

Address D 1'74.t-

Phone

Email

Street

City State

-rf
Zip

Speaking: I ror. I Against I lnformation I tn Support ! Against

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. 5-001 (08/10/2021)

Waive Speaki

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

l-l tam a registered lobbYist,
!

representlng:

I am not a lobbyist, but received

something of valuefor my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),

sponsored by:

lam appearing without
compensation or sponsorshiP.



3/7/?-a77 The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
Deliver both coPies of this form to

Senate professional staff cond ucting the meeting

k; Phone

Email

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Bill Number orTopic
Meeting Date

Committee

Name O r-7Q7^9^07-vBB

Address 7 /3 O G,'^b, ) 1n-t
Street

City State Zip

Speaking: I for ! Against ! lnformation OR Waive Speaking: n Support ! Against

lam appearing without
compensation or sPonsorshiP.

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

I tam a registered lobbYist,

representlng:

I am not a lobbYist but received

something of value for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),

sponsored by:

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. 5-001 (08/'10/2021)



3l- /.7
The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD ffizJc
Deliver both copies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

Bill Number orTopic

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Meeting Date

Committee

JE/",1,'6Name

Address

Phone 1L'7*773-792e

67t (au/-47 ,r. \Ve 2c4' Email .<./( ). ,oa

Strcet

a-LELAVAIa( ( I 7?7rt
Ctty State Zip

Speaking: ! ror ! Against I Information R waive speaking: ln Support ! Against

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

I am appearing without
compensation or sponsorshiP.

lam a registered lobbyist,
representing:

I am not a lobbyist, but received

something ofvalue for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),

sponsored by:

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. 5-001 (08/10/2021)
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APPEARANCE RECORD sg73b
Deliver both copies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

Bill Number orTopic

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Date

Committee

ts(; &uu1+(Name

Address South MS S+.

Phone

Email

Street

fdta elft Fr 373ot
ary State Zip

Speaking: I ror ! Against ! lnformation OR Waive Speaking: {nrurro,, ! Against

lam appearing without
compensation or sponsorshiP.

PLEASE4HECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:J
[,/l I am a registered lobbYist,

- representing:

I am not a lobbyist, but received

something of value for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),

sponsored by:

thsida lt+AtlFdewiloN

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. 5-001 (08/10/2021)
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APPEARANCE RECORD J4Q
Deliver both coPies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

Bill Number orTopic

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Phone 3'4So'

ng Date

Committee

Name

Address Email Co *t

City Zip

Speaking: E ror ! Against I lnformation OR WaiveSpeaking: ilrurro,, I Rgainst

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

lam appearing without
compensation or sponsorshiP.

lam a registered lobbYist,

representing:

I am not a lobbyist, but received

something of value for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),

sponsored by:

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. 5-001 (08/10/2021)
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(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)
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en

/o0/ &aoorar,nlt 2/ c/,

s6 236
Bill Number (if apPlicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Meeting Date

Topic

Name

Job Title

Address Phone 9A - -tA t - hza
Sfreef

7Z Email
zip

Speaking: l-l ror l-l Rgainst E lnformation Waive Speaking: dr"support l-l Against
(The Chairwilt read this information into the record.)

Representing

Appearing at request of Chair: Yes No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: Yes No

White itis a Senafe tradition to encourage pubtic testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this

meeting. Those who do speak may be isiea b fimit their remarks so that as many persons as possrb/e can be heard.

This form is paft of the public record for this meeting. s-001 (10/14114)
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The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
Deliver both copies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

Phone

Email

J3bSPrg
Bill Number orTopic

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

c1-
\)

Name

Address l\a \te ?
Street

f \:t- 3gl
zipCity State

Speaking: I for I Against I tnformation OR waive Speak,nn' \ ln support I Against

PLEASE CHECK ONE OFTHE FOLLOWING:

lam appearing without
compensation or sponsorshiP.

lam a registered lobbyist,
representing: X I am not a lobbyist, but received

something ofvalue for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.).
sponsored by:

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. 5-001 (08/10/2021)
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Deliver both copies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

Bill Number orTopic

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

a A7- Z7e- I y t,l

Meeting Date

Committee

(tL Lv.,'.[1 L ^ (" AK t'(
Name

Address
"1 5^3 Co.r *lr<f ,i h,tr<a Auv. 6 o.r s6 9{.,n;el

Phone

Email

Street

(" ("^ \-t Afrr3,-:A r^L 7 YG Y J

City State zip

Speaking: I for I Against ! lnformation OR Waive Speaking: ffi tn Support ! ngainst

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

lam appearing without
compensation or sponsorshiP.

lam a registered lobbyist,
representing:

tl
Klf t ^ not a lobbvist, but received
ry something of value for my appearance

(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),

sponsored by:

PoCP

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. 5-001 (08/10/202'l)
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Deliver both copies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

Phone

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

9D-A3 L
Bill Number orTopicMeeting Date

Committee

TaFtr A^t Tb tnS

Zctct g fL, Av e # 
^eu^ 

/
727-6{3 .o787

J DArvT0uSA YA iloo,C-on
Name

Address Email

Street

Trlafon SrB Nbs fL 3{ / t7
City State Zip

speaking: I ror I Against I tnformation OR waivespeaking: ff'tnsrnoon I Against

lam appearing without
compensation or sponsorshiP.

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

I t am a registered lobbyist,
representlng:

tr I am not a lobbyist, but received

something of value for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),

sponsored by:

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. 5-001 (08/10/2021)
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Meeting Date

Committee

Bill Number orTopic
Deliver both copies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

G trrle# [Z;u.rq* Voz-zg2ncrPhoneName

Address ?rr3 lona 6aez 6.ffi ,^u,r'€/^d&
WffiStreet

ZipCity Stote

Speaking: dro, I Asainst n tnformation OR waive Speaking: ffirurro,, I ngalnst

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:
j"^not 

a lobbyis! but received
" something of value for my appearance

(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),

sponsored by:

lam appearing without
compensation or sponsorshiP.

lam a registered lobbyist,
representing:

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. 5-001 (08/10/2021\
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^36Bill Number orToPic
Deliver both coPies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

PhoneName

Address

Committee

ii t
e jt Email

Street

City Stote Zip

Speaking: I ror ! Against ! lnformation OR Waive Speaking: fftn S,OOott I ngalnst

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

Vtu appearingwithout

- aotp"ntation or sPonsorshiP.

lam a registered lobbYist,

representing:

I am not a lobbYist, but received

something of value for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.).

sponsored by:

This form is part of the public record for this meeting' s-001 (08/1O/2O21)
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Committee

Street

The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
Deliver both copies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

Bill Number orTopic

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

7 ft lLt

wt<t l,-c

Name

Address

-'+.-l ao s',,v\(C

rKl

trL ?>*z-5-o

Phone

Email

City State Zip

Speaking: n For fieOainst I tnformation OR Waive Speaking: ! tn Support I ngainst

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

lam appearing without
compensation or sponsorshiP.

lam a registered lobbyist,
representing:

l-l tam not a lobbyist, but received

- something of value for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),

sponsored by:

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. 5-001 (08/10/2021)
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Committee

Bill Number orTopic

6o,,1,
Deliver both copies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meeting
L4

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Ftra ^.) 
I /cotd I 7 z-t - {0" 'z Y7{

Name

Address 7.\vo 5,1,,,4 ,4u r

Phone

Email rr]'/ Lar, SirU,
Street

City

3 rr(
State Zip

Speaking: I ror ffi ngainst I tnformation OR Waive Speaking: I tn Support I Against

lam appearing without
compensation or sponsorship.

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

! t am a registered lobbyist,
representlng:

I am not a lobbyist, but received

something ofvalue for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),

sponsored by:

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. 5-001 (08/10/2021)
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The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
Deliver both copies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

\s{
Meeting Date Bill Number orTopic

Committee

Ji",e r
Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Phone 3or-- c)?;-- l/ c ]

("t rv/^l LV J"\ - $ lJ ro Emair
.JCe ffe eu'b d: ULer." Co,*.r

iArrsr trL 3 3 \.1-:-
City Zip

(b r^rr c; ,t c,Name

Address I
Street

St0te

Speaking: il, ! Against ! lnformation OR waive Speaking: I tn Support ! Against

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

lam appearing without
compensation or sponsorship.

am a registered lobbyist, I am not a lobbyis! but received

something of value for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),

sponsored by:

representing:

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. s-001 (o8/1o/2o21)
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APPEARANCE RECORD
Deliver both coPies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

TOS

Bill Number orTopic

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Phone 4ur 1?a'1l,ol

Email

rle
tuag
L^o *lS

Meeting

Name

Committee

q o

Address t9rre + uf\! C^r rL
Street

1*, Cn* vc+_trL3qb3(
Qty State Zip

Speaking: f] ro, ! Against I lnformation OR waive Speaking: fisupport I ngainst

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

_-a
I y( I amappearing without

- compensation or sponsorshiP.

I am a registered lobbyist,
representing:

I am not a lobbyist, but received

something ofvalue for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),

sponsored by:

Thisform is part of the public record for this meeting. 5-001 (08/10/2021)
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APPEARANCE RECORD
Deliver both copies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

Phone

Email

Zip

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

sn 7k
Meeting Date

Committee

Bill Number orTopic

Name

Address

(

b c<

Street

City State

speaking: ! ror ! Rgainst I lnformation OR waive Speaking: {nrurro,, ! Against

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

ly)y'an a registered lobbyist,
representlng:

Atx-nicrt :I^+g. (c(
t lfr*,

I am not a lobbyist, but received

something of value for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),
sponsored by:

lam appearing without
compensation or sponsorshiP.

While it is a tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speakto be heard hearing.Those who do speak may be asked to limittheir remarks so

that as many persons as possible can be heard. tf you have questions about registering to lobby please see Fla. Stat.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting.

9l L045 and Joint Rule 1.2020-2022JointRules.odf (flsenate.gov)

s-001 (o8/1o/202't)
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APPEARANCE RECORD
Deliver both copies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

Phone

Email

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

.J Qr

Date Bill Number orTopic

Committee

Name

Address Dtl ttt
Sueet

City

>/ ?3tro',c
ZipState

Speaking: E ror f] Against ! tnformation OR Waive Speaking: ffirurror, I Against

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

I am appearing without
compensation or sponsorship.

lam a registered lobbyist,
representing:

I am not a lobbyist but received

something of value for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),

sponsored by:

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. 5-001 (08/10/2021)
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APPEARANCE RECORD
Deliver both copies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

Ljb
Meeting Date Bill Number orTopic

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Name

Committee

n,r\ll Phone
<D?" - &LL

Address ' ,') -rl' .' ,' '.i't '? Email

I tn Support

vr+st-r>{ . Lov?

! Against

Street

127?,,--7
City State Zip

Speaking: I ror ! Against I lnformation OR waive speaking:

EASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

l-Y' lam a registered lobbYist,
U

representrng:

-(,'\,.t--.

PL

I am not a lobbyist, but received

something ofvalue for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),

sponsored by:

lam appearing without
compensation or sponsorship.

ln'-',_ <J )

while it is a tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at

that as many persons as possible can be heard. lfyou have questions obout registering to lobby please see Fla. Stat. I
this hearing.Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so

I 1.045 and Joint Rule I . 2020-2022.lointRules.Ddf (flsenate.oov)

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. s-001 (08/10/2021\
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The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD d3b
Deliver both copies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

Phone

Bill Number orTopic

U l,,n )-er^v*,4

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

-zla
Name

Address 3or S. 6^ls/z4n S/,"--* Email

23o
zip

! lnformation OR waiveSpeaking: I tnsupport I Against

Street

City State

Speaking: M IAsainst

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

am appearing without I am a registered lobbyist,
representing:

I am not a lobbYist, but received

something of value for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),

sponsored by:

com pensation or sponsorshiP.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. 5-001 (08/10/2021)
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APPEARANCE RECORD
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Deliver both copies of this form to
Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

u
Meeting Date Bill Number orTopic

Lt-
Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

vName

Address
+

Phone

Email I

)
City State Zip

Speaking: I ror Against I lnformation OR Waive Speaking: ! ln Support I Against

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

I am appearing without
compensation or sponsorship.

I am a registered lobbyist,
representing:

Vt(^not a lobbyist, but received

- something of value for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),
sponsored by:

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. s-001 (08110/2021)
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Meetinq Date

Banking and lnsurance
Delir.,er both copies cf this j:olrrr to

Senar.e professioilal staff col.lucting lhe meeling Civil Remedies - Bad Faith ln
Amendment Barcode (if aoplicable)

813-477-4000
Phone

Email Dales@swopelaw.com

Committee

Dale Swope
Name

Address 1234 5th Avenue
-Sl€et

Tampa FI 33605
cnv Str:tie, /ift

Speaking:
ry
ll/lt-

li=i'
lLl,For

rg
Against ILJ lnfor,.rration OR WaiveSpeaking' ffi lnSupport {n Against

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

lam appearing without
compensation or sponsorshiP.

m I am a registered lobbyist,
representing:

ILJ I am not a lobbYist, but received

something of value for my appea!'ance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),

sponsored by:

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. 5-001 (08/10/2021)
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Bill Number orTopicMeeting Date

hrf '.. \L,- - o, {-
Deliver both copies of this form to

T ,- I ; r r^^t Q Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

Committee

Name L

Address )c.t .r t n o fLl A t Qr- .z€
Street

z ss4 L
City St0te

^A 
o A- c.\CS \L#*

DrJf - -?-1 -Sp,lle
Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Emait F A. Ll* r cJ@ *.r* "Lt - J6w t .

r..

( g':*

rsr

Speaking: ! ror p noainst I lnformation OR Waive Speaking: ! tn Support ! Against

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

F lam appearing without
compensation or sponsorshiP.

lam a registered lobbyist,
representing:

I am not a lobbyist, but received

something of value for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),

sponsored by:

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. 5-001 (08/10/2021)
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The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
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Deliver both copies of this form to
Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

Bill Number orTopic

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

ft Phone 7tE d0 q6f23

(- Email L

+a
Name

Committee

tu 7b D

Address 7,f 7o t, u ftt-It
Street

(y't.t'ui (rLt- (:L 3vcob
ZipCity State

Speaking: ! ror 'Ff,nu,nu ! lnformation OR WaiveSpeaking: ! tnSupport ! Against

PLEASE CHECKONE OFTHE FOLLOWING:

Xlam appearing without
compensation or sponsorshiP.

I am a registered lobbyist
representing:

I am not a lobbyist, but received

something ofvalue for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),

sponsored by:

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-00 1 (08/10/2021)
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APPEARANCE RECORD
Deliver both copies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

Phone

Email

zip

HR 837 q) z)9",
Bill Number

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Name

Address

") 
p

(,hr s Lu. Tltl

7A7 /{r'7qB
/

Street

City

Ft
State

Speaking: tr For Against ! lnformatlon OR waiveSpeaking: ! tnsupport ! Against

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

lam appearing without
or sponsorship.

I am not a lobbyist, but received

something of value for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),

sponsored by:

lam a registered lobbyist,
representing:

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-00 1 (08/10/2021)
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APPEARANCE RECORD 7 1b
Deliver both copies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

L)sx7r-p -) Cu r,i-A6tr&

Bill Number orTopic

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Phone 87 C -SSO -4 -t K -l

Meeting Date

Committee

Name

Address F- N( 0a Email )"5€r) P;^. H* 4 l.Ltt 0A
Street

(gu,r Crtrrr € 3L2s1(

City State Zip

Speaking: I ror frnOuinrt I tnformation OR WaiveSpeaking: I lnSupport I Against

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

\_,/
I X I am appearing without
L]:-NT-"compensation or sponsorship.

lam a registered lobbYist,

representing:

I am not a lobbyist, but received

something of value for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),

sponsored by:

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. 5-001 (08/10/2021)
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Address 
S01 N. Magnolia Ave.

Street

orlando

City

speakins: ffi ro, lE ngainst

The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD 236

- Deliver both copies of this form to
5enate professional staff conducting the meeting

Bill NumberorTopic

Amendment
407.447.1780

Barcode (if applicable)

Phone

Email 
szimmerman@sgpmanager.com

32801

Zip

Information oR waive speaking: lE rn support lE ngainst

_ Meeting Date
Banking & lnsurance

Commiftee

Scott Zimmerman
Name

FL

State Reset Form

lam appearing without
compensation or sponsorship.

PLEASE CHECK ONE OFTHE FOLLOWING:

ILJ tam a registered tobbyist,
representing: Itr lam not a lobbyist, but received

something of value for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),
sponsored by:

While it is a trodition toencourage public
that as many persons as possible can be

testimony, time maynot permit all petsons wishing to speak to be heard atheard. tfyou hove tlis hearing Those who do speak moy be osked to rimit their remarks so1 t .04s ond Joint Rrtr- t . nziaznirnrt", iaiii;,r",r.g,.;)"This form is part of the public record for this meeting.

questions obout registering to lobby please see FIa. Sfot 5

s-001 rc8no/2D1\
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The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
Deliver both copies of this form to

Senate professional staff conducting the meeting

3l-,lot 23v
Bill Number orTopic

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Name )vs lav Phone 451 818 byo I

Address Ego tland tv s P,d Email I ,lf t
Street

Dolru
City

bue,h Tl 3 jg
ZipStdte

Speaking: ! ror Against ! lnformation OR Waive Speaking: ! tn Support I Against

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

am appearing without lam a registered lobbyist
representing:

I am not a lobbyist, but received

something ofvalue for my appearance
(travel, meals, lodging, etc.),

sponsored by:

compensation or sponsorship.

This form is part of the public record forthis meeting. 5-001 (08/10/2021)



2023 Regular Session  The Florida Senate 

 COMMITTEE VOTE RECORD 

COMMITTEE: Banking and Insurance 
ITEM: SB 236 

FINAL ACTION: Favorable with Committee Substitute 

MEETING DATE: Tuesday, March 7, 2023 

TIME: 4:00—6:00 p.m. 
PLACE: 412 Knott Building 

 
CODES: FAV=Favorable RCS=Replaced by Committee Substitute TP=Temporarily Postponed WD=Withdrawn 

 UNF=Unfavorable RE=Replaced by Engrossed Amendment VA=Vote After Roll Call OO=Out of Order 
 -R=Reconsidered RS=Replaced by Substitute Amendment VC=Vote Change After Roll Call AV=Abstain from Voting 

REPORTING INSTRUCTION:  Publish S-010 (10/10/09) 
03082023.1743 Page 1 of 2 

 
 

FINAL VOTE 

 3/07/2023 1 
Amendment 604216 

3/07/2023 2 
Amendment 938524 

3/07/2023 3 
Amendment 601968 

  Thompson Thompson Powell 

Yea Nay SENATORS Yea Nay Yea Nay Yea Nay 

X  Broxson       

X  Burgess       

X  Burton       

X  Hutson       

  Ingoglia       

X  Mayfield       

 X Powell       

 X Thompson       

 X Torres       

X  Trumbull       

X  DiCeglie, VICE CHAIR       

X  Boyd, CHAIR       

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

8 3 
TOTALS 

- UNF - UNF - UNF 

Yea Nay Yea Nay Yea Nay Yea Nay 
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 COMMITTEE VOTE RECORD 

COMMITTEE: Banking and Insurance 
ITEM: SB 236 

FINAL ACTION: Favorable with Committee Substitute 

MEETING DATE: Tuesday, March 7, 2023 

TIME: 4:00—6:00 p.m. 
PLACE: 412 Knott Building 

 
CODES: FAV=Favorable RCS=Replaced by Committee Substitute TP=Temporarily Postponed WD=Withdrawn 

 UNF=Unfavorable RE=Replaced by Engrossed Amendment VA=Vote After Roll Call OO=Out of Order 
 -R=Reconsidered RS=Replaced by Substitute Amendment VC=Vote Change After Roll Call AV=Abstain from Voting 

REPORTING INSTRUCTION:  Publish S-010 (10/10/09) 
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3/07/2023 4 
Amendment 425210 

3/07/2023 5 
Rule 2.10(2), Pres. 
authorizes committee 
to continue to meet 
past 6 p.m. 

  
 

  
 

 Hutson Boyd   

SENATORS Yea Nay Yea Nay Yea Nay Yea Nay 

Broxson         

Burgess         

Burton         

Hutson         

Ingoglia         

Mayfield         

Powell         

Thompson         

Torres         

Trumbull         

DiCeglie, VICE CHAIR         

Boyd, CHAIR         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

TOTALS 
RCS -       

Yea Nay Yea Nay Yea Nay Yea Nay 

 



CourtSmart Tag Report 
 
Room: KB 412 Case No.: - Type:  
Caption: Senate Banking and Insurance Committee Judge:  
 
Started: 3/7/2023 4:00:39 PM 
Ends: 3/7/2023 6:24:53 PM Length: 02:24:15 
 
4:00:38 PM chair calls meeting to order 
4:00:39 PM Roll call 
4:01:18 PM Quorum present 
4:01:26 PM Chair opening remarks 
4:01:35 PM Chair speaks to audience regarding 2 hour meeting slot 
4:02:25 PM Senator Torres would like to make comments on the bill 
4:03:25 PM Senator Torres requests meeting to be extended 
4:04:15 PM Chair comments he will take it under consideration 
4:04:37 PM Tab 1 SB 236 Senator Hutson 
4:05:22 PM Senator Hutson explains bill 
4:07:06 PM Chair announces Senator Broxson is excused 
4:08:06 PM Senator Thompson asks question 
4:08:20 PM Senator Hutson responds 
4:08:33 PM Senator Thompson follow up 
4:09:20 PM Senator Hutson responds 
4:09:49 PM Senator Thompson and Senator Hutson continue questions 
4:10:48 PM Senator Torres asks question 
4:11:18 PM Senator Hutson responds 
4:11:40 PM Senator Torres follow up 
4:11:54 PM Senator Hutson replies 
4:12:06 PM Senator Torres continues with questions 
4:12:29 PM Senator Hutson continues with replies 
4:14:08 PM Senator Powell asks question 
4:15:10 PM Senator Powell responds 
4:15:49 PM Senator Powell continues with questions 
4:16:08 PM Senator Hutson continues with replies 
4:27:06 PM Senator Thompson asks question 
4:28:06 PM Senator Hutson responds 
4:29:23 PM Senator Thompson continues with question 
4:30:23 PM Senator Hutson continues with replies 
4:38:43 PM Take up barcode 425210 
4:39:43 PM Senator Hutson explains amendment 
4:39:51 PM no questions on the amendment 
4:40:34 PM Richie Kidwell on the amendment 
4:40:53 PM debate? 
4:41:30 PM Senator Hutson waives close 
4:41:40 PM Amendment adopted 
4:41:45 PM barcode amendment 604216 by Senator Thompson 
4:42:09 PM Senator Thompson explains amendment 
4:42:19 PM Fred Cunningham to speak on amendment 
4:42:57 PM debate? 
4:44:23 PM Senator Hutson debates this amendment 
4:45:22 PM Senator thompson to close on the amendment 
4:45:50 PM Amendment failed 
4:46:27 PM Senator Torres presents barcode 601968 (Powell) 
4:46:53 PM Philip Gold speaks on the amendment 
4:47:18 PM Scott Zimmerman speaks on the amendment 
4:47:59 PM Michael DiAngelo speaks on amendment 
4:48:54 PM John Villines speaks on the amendment 
4:49:44 PM Questions? 
4:50:45 PM list of people waiving in support 
4:51:04 PM Senator Hutson to speak on the amendment 



4:51:28 PM Senator Torres to close on the amendment 
4:52:27 PM Joe Kissane speaks on amendment 
4:53:23 PM Alex Arteaga speaks on the amendment 
4:54:09 PM amendment fails 
4:54:17 PM barcode amendment 938524 
4:55:20 PM Gary Miracle Jr. speaks on amendment 
4:56:20 PM Frank Pierce speaks on the amendment 
4:57:19 PM Dr. Kessler speaks on the amendment 
4:57:46 PM Lee Mickus speaks on the amendment 
4:58:39 PM Joesph Tessitore speaks on the amendment 
4:59:37 PM Tiffany Faddis speaks on amendment 
5:00:38 PM Jessica Schmor speaks on the amendment 
5:01:19 PM Kimberly Driggers speaks on amendment 
5:01:46 PM Dr. Myers speaks on amendment 
5:02:32 PM Joe Kissane waives in opposition 
5:02:56 PM Chris Ligori speaks on the amendment 
5:03:17 PM list of folks waiving in support of the amendment 
5:03:50 PM Senator Hutson speaks on the amendment 
5:04:42 PM Senator Thompson to close on the amendment 
5:05:04 PM Amendment failed 
5:05:39 PM take up the bill as amendment 
5:06:03 PM Farrah Fox on the bill 
5:07:07 PM Steve Stephens speaks 
5:08:14 PM Angel Grantley speaks 
5:09:28 PM Holly Wozniak speaks 
5:10:30 PM Mark Baisley speaks 
5:11:29 PM Abraham Valdez speaks 
5:11:58 PM Pat Rogers speaks 
5:12:49 PM Dionne Neal speaks 
5:13:37 PM Matt McNulty speaks 
5:14:12 PM J. Mack speaks 
5:15:12 PM Mr. Villatini speaks 
5:16:09 PM Troy Peterson speaks 
5:16:45 PM Romania Dukes speaks 
5:17:44 PM Iva Rody speaks 
5:18:29 PM Frank Pierce speaks 
5:19:03 PM Richard Maxwell speaks 
5:19:39 PM James Wright speaks 
5:20:26 PM Robert Tatornio speaks 
5:21:25 PM Gordon Terry speaks 
5:22:07 PM Freddy Lowery speaks 
5:22:59 PM Dr. Andrew Cannestra speaks 
5:23:40 PM Dr. Fady Bahri speaks 
5:24:27 PM Javier  Coreosso speaks 
5:25:19 PM Victor Morales Hayes speaks 
5:26:08 PM George Colella speaks 
5:26:50 PM Robert Giles Jr. speaks 
5:27:14 PM Tom Wheeler speaks 
5:27:57 PM Dexter Culclager speaks 
5:29:24 PM Ira Fox speaks 
5:30:24 PM Chair Boyd speaks 
5:30:52 PM Terry Kemple speaks 
5:31:02 PM Pedro Taylor speaks 
5:31:36 PM Rendy Taylor speaks 
5:32:15 PM David Hasker speaks 
5:33:02 PM Jonathan Reichenbach speaks 
5:34:02 PM David Betancourt speaks 
5:34:50 PM Maria Carmona speaks 
5:35:30 PM Katie Kelley speaks 
5:36:21 PM John Pittman speaks 
5:37:20 PM Jack Cook speaks 
5:37:56 PM Ray Contreras speaks 



5:38:52 PM Curry Pajcic speaks 
5:39:29 PM Chris Ligori speaks 
5:40:27 PM Phillip Gold speaks 
5:41:07 PM Gary Miracle Sr. speaks 
5:42:24 PM Chair Boyd states that, according, to Rule 2.10, the meeting will be extended 
5:43:23 PM Hank Hutchinson speaks 
5:43:36 PM Logan Padgett speaks 
5:44:12 PM Dr. Jonathan Walker speaks 
5:45:25 PM Eugenia Ratkina speaks 
5:45:36 PM Kristen Allen speaks 
5:46:22 PM Kyle Weaver speaks 
5:47:28 PM Chris Stanburg speaks 
5:48:27 PM Michael Haggard speaks 
5:48:41 PM Joe Kassan speaks 
5:49:28 PM Jessica Moore speaks 
5:50:12 PM Rick Edwards speaks 
5:50:54 PM David Rodstein speaks 
5:51:23 PM Emily Driggers speaks 
5:52:07 PM Joesph Tessitore speaks 
5:52:46 PM Tim Nungesser speaks 
5:53:45 PM Brandon Blake speaks 
5:54:16 PM Lee Mickus speaks 
5:55:00 PM Keith Ligori speaks 
5:56:00 PM Rich Kidwell speaks 
5:56:44 PM list of people waiving 
5:58:11 PM list of people waiving against 
5:59:11 PM Ernie Rivera speaks 
5:59:46 PM Dr.  Richard Drucker speaks 
6:00:36 PM Dr. Anhar speaks 
6:01:35 PM Tom Gaitens speaks 
6:02:14 PM Dr. Kochno speaks 
6:03:13 PM Gary Miracle Jr. speaks 
6:04:13 PM Senator Hutson asks to speaks to Mr. Miracle in his office 
6:05:13 PM Senator Mayfield speaks 
6:05:28 PM Senator DiCeglie makes motion to vote at 6:25 p.m. 
6:05:58 PM Motion is adopted 
6:06:07 PM Senator Trumbull speaks on the bill as amended 
6:07:08 PM Senator Powell speaks on the bill as amended 
6:10:29 PM Senator Torres speaks on bill as amended 
6:14:40 PM Senator Broxson was late to meeting but he is in attendance 
6:15:40 PM Senatr Burgess speaks on the bill as amended 
6:16:20 PM Senator DiCeglie speaks on bill as amended 
6:17:53 PM Senator Thompson speaks on bill as amended 
6:20:38 PM Senator Hutson to close on his bill 
6:22:54 PM Roll call of SB 236 
6:23:55 PM CS/SB 236 reported favorably 
6:24:24 PM Chair closing comments 
6:24:30 PM motion to adjourn by Senator Burton 
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